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CABSTRACT ) 

The purpose of this study was to determine 

whether three typeface variations of dot matri: 

print Csingle density, dual density, and 

PFhotocopied dot matrix type] and two formatting 

Variations (fully justified and left justifiedi 

had any effect on the reading rates or reading 

comprehension of college students when compared toa 

the same typewritten material. A pretest/posttest 

design with experimental and control groups 

utilized the Cloze Reading Test and the Nelson 

Denny Reading Test to measure reading



comprehension and reading rates respectively to 

college students [N= 240]. Subjects were randomly 

assigned to the groups to test the effects of the 

Six treatment levels and two control groups of the 

independent variables [typefaces and type 

formatting] on the dependent variables Creading 

comprehension and reading rated. Four test 

sessions were used to collect the data and answer 

the research question: Do either of the three 

typeface variations of dot matrix print ar the two 

formatting variables have any effect on reading 

comprehension or reading rates of the subjects 

when compared to typewriter type? A factorial 

analysis of covariance [Ep. < .05] was used to 

analyze reading comprehension; and a two way 

analysis of variance [Ep. < .051 was used to 

analyze reading rates. The findings indicated 

that typefaces or formatting made no significant 

difference in the reading rate or reading 

comprehension scores of the subjects tested.
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CHAFTER I 

A Ee SS NS Me owe Sn Ge MAND senty emu ee Soe pees ees ee 

One of the major impacts of the microcomputer is the 

development and commonplace use of word processing 

(Campbell, Marchetti, & Mewhort, 19813; Inglis, 1982; 

Strawhorne, 1980). Frint legibility has been a research 

fopic for almost a century and the microcomputer has 

Created a communication and information revolution (Hills, 

1986; Hutchingson, Williams, Reid, and Dudek 1981; Meadows, 

1980; Strawhorne, 1980; Yule, 1982). The Variety of 

resulting written materials has sparked a renewed interest 

in legibility and readability and has caused some 

individuals to question the Quality of computer—-generated 

output (Brooking, 1980; Hope, 1982; Reynolds, 1979; 

Reynolds, 1980; Strawhorne, 1980; Hartley, personal 

communication, March 9, 1984). Therefore some individuals 

have questioned the long-standing conclusions fram past 

legibility studies (Reynolds, 1980). 

Academic authors have benefited most from the growth 

of word processing although microcomputers have caused the 

role of the educator to become more complex (Hilis, 1980; 

Hope, 1980; Inglis, 1982; Phillips, Burkhardt, Fraser, 

Fimm, and Ridgeway, 1984). Therefore educators have become 

information managers, designers, and publishers rather than 

information disseminators (Bork, 1982; Hills, 1980; Inglis,



i933; Strawhorne, 19680). 

The proliferation of the use of microcomputers at all 

levels of education has exacerbated the need to explore 

further the effects of print legibility on student 

achievement. An attempt to fully explore all variables ance 

resolve all topical questions would be an unrealistic task 

(Shebilske, personal communication, June 5, 1964}. The 

focus of the need for this study was that weaknesses and 

problems which have existed in instructional development 

have increased as computer technology has continued toa 

revolutionize information processing in the educatisnal 

community. 

Increased educational computer use has not been 

without obvious problems. Major barriers to effective 

microcomputer use in education have included the shortages 

Of effective instructional software, teacher inability tc 

employ the full potential of the microcomputer, and a 

general shortage of guidelines for schools using 

microcomputers (Bean and Hoffman, 19684; Lewyn, 19843 

Phillips, et. al., 1984). Additionally, there is a 

resistance by educators to mesh their curricula with 

computer technology and to be "force-fed" untested methods 

of computer instruction against older "proven" teaching 

methodologies (Inglis, 1982; Lewyn, 1964). 
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Fducators have been generally naive about print 

legibility and the effect of type design on reading, and 

have tended to neglect or take for granted the role of 

graphic communications in instruction (Meadows, i960; 

Reynolds, 1980: Waller, 1979: Watts and Nisbett, 1974). 

This may have had serious implications on reading and 

readability of printed materials (International Business 

Machines, 1984). Watts and Nisbett (1974) recognized that 

"legibility research is not well Known to teachers nor even 

publishers af children’s books" (p.32). 

Other computer—associated Problems are even less 

obvious to most educators. From the human factor and 

ergonomic standpoint, there is a need for more 

communication between computer designers and computer 

users, especially in the design of aesthetically pleasing 

typography (Snoberry, Parkinson, and Sissons, 19823 Snydor 

and Maddox, 1978; Strawhorne, 1980). User confusion has 

existed because computer standards have often been 

implemented without having negotiated the design or 

measured the users’ outcome (Inglis, 1982; Thimbiely, 

1983). 

Although computer use by both teachers and students is 

on the increase, the wide spectrum of computer users 

generally have learned relatively little about computing 

(Beebe, 19823; Hirschbul, 19613 Lewyn, 1984; Reynolds, 1980; 

States, 1980). In 1981, the Apple Computer Corsoration 
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sOld 25% of its computers throughout the world to the 

educational sector (Borrell, 1982). The student—-computer 

ratio has increased from one computer per 400 students to 

one computer per 65 in the last two years, and 60% of ail 

computing time was spent doing word Processing (Hope, 199%; 

Lewyn, 1984). Thus it has appeared that educators have 

been uneducated with regard to Procedures they have 

frequently applied in their instructional settings. 

The design and appearance of instructional materials 

are combined with typographical variables to affect 

legibility (Reynolds, 1979). The scant knowledge among 

educators about designing effective instructional materials 

has apparently been a problem which has paralleled those ai Ci it 

legibility literacy. The importance of effective 

instructional design skills are paramount to Maximizing 

computer use among educators, especially since the computer 

manipulation of page formats is so much easier than that of 

the conventional typewritten page (Bean and Hoffman, 1984). 

Ineffective instructional design methods are used by 

teachers because of a shortage of available guidelines, and 

the existing instructional design literature is vague and 

confusing (Hills, 1980; Kerr, 1981; Morrisohn, 1977). 4s 

effective computer software and courseware have remained 

scarce, teachers have designed their own instructional 

materials and printed “hand-outs" such as learning activity 

packets (Hills, 19803; Milner, 19980).



Although teacher—-designed instructional materials hava 

traditionally been common, teachers do not generally make 

good cesigqners because they rarely proceed in an organized 

fashion and do not think as instructional designers (Joyce, 

Cited in Kerr, 1961; Kerr, 1981). 

Computer generated images have the potential of 

lifting instructional management to a new level! of 

efficiency and effectiveness, However, as computer use hs ii 

increased in the Classroom, problems of Gesigning effective 

instructional material have also increased (Bean and 

Hoffman, 1984: Becker, 19982; Hirschbul, i961: Inglis, 

1983). 

The lack of development of optimally legible 

dot-matrix, computer—generated type is but one of the 

numerous shortcomings resulting from the communication gar 

between scientists/engineers and the product users (Bork, 

1982; Snydor and Maddox, 1978). Type designed for normal 

lithographic offset reproduction, which is the most 

frequently used Printing method, has frequentiy been used 

as the basis for designing electronically generated tyne, 

although it has not usually been suitable for that Purpose 

(Unger, 1979). Legibility of type designed for 

electromechanical composition was doubted as @arly as 1747 

(Prince, cited in Watts and Nisbett, 1974). Hirschbul 

(1981) also expressed doubt about dot-matrix print 

legibility in the classroom environment. Wrolstad 
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expressed concern that formatting variables wera very 

important to legibility. Similarly, Reynolds (1979; 

Personal communication March 15, 1984) expressed concern 

Over vertical "“rivers" which are created with dot-matrix 

print. The legibility problems may be amplified when 

computer-printed "originals" are Photo-copied far 

dispersion to a class (Reynolds, 1979; ohebilsks, personal 

communication, June 5, 1984). 

The_Information Gap 

Perhaps one of the most important reasons far 

conducting this study was that, according to noted 

legibility authoritries, existing legibility research on 

dot-matrix type characters was scarce (Reynolds, i979; 

Snydor and Maddox, 1978). Although there has been some 

research on dot-matrix Characters, there has remained a 

need for additional research in dot-matrix technology 

(Reynolds, 1979; Reynolds, 19803; Riley, 19798: Snydor and 

Maddox, 19783; Wright, personal communication, March 7, 

1984). Design guidelines are sorely lacking in the 

dot-matrix typographic community (Snydoar and Maddox, 1978). 

A meager amount of research was conducted by eBither 

engineers or the behavioral sciencists (Novak, personal 

communication, March 17, 1984). Thus educators and 

technologists alike were left with many unanswered 

questions concerning the appropriate selection and
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presentation of computer—generated messages (Wright, 

1980A). 

Previous legibility research has been in the areas of 

Blectronic video display and solid-straoke printed letters. 

Video display technology, or dot-matrix displays, are 

closely related to dot-matrix Print in that the same 

typographic design Principles have been applied to both 

areas. Little study has been Conducted, however, in the 

area of dot-matrix print legibility (Snydor and Maddox, 

1978). 

There are many misconceptions that past research 

findings can be generalized or inferred to the more current 

technologies (Foster and Bruce, 1982). Tinker (1942) 

Stated that all experiments should be conducted by 

employing actual printing practices. Warford (19733 cited 

the methad of printing and the quality of the impression as 

two of the primary factors which have contributed to 

legibility differences, Although Hutchingson (1991) 

conducted research in dot-matrix display technology, his 

concern about the generalizations cf solid stroke research 

to dot-matrix technology perhaps best expresses ths need 

for more current studies: 

Extensive research by Tinker (1962) has evaluated such 

issues as vertical versus horizontal layouts and line 

widths for best reading performance. Cornag and Rose 

(1967) have reported some 140 studies that have examined
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the layout of alphanumeric text materiais. This extensive 

body of data has only limited application in current 

display technology, because it was based on solid-stroke 

alphanumeric characters (p.cS51). 

As an effort to fully justify the research efforts ana 

to avoid the Possibility of research duplication, inquirie if 

were sent to educational associations selected from the 

Encyclopedia of Associations (1982), manufacturers of — =—— I ee te cee came ee aE ee Soe Smee ewe enme cee eee ames cmon Gen ene cen 

dot-matrix printers which were below the £700.00 price 

range, and noted authorities on legibility research car 

visual imagery. Supporting documentation was received from 

Hartiey (personal communication, March 9, 1984}, Shebils: fi Ml 

(personal communication, June “J, 1984), Easterby (nersonal 

communication, June 12, 1984), Reynolds (personal 

communication March 15, 1984), and Foster (personal 

communication, March, 15, 1984), who are noted authorities 

on legibility. Additional support was received from 

— ee ee ee ee ce ee cee ee ce eee ae ee ee ee ee ee es ae eee ee coer —_——— — ee 

Teacher Journal, vocational educators Chase, (parsonal 

communication, November 1, 1982;3 Eurich, (personal 

communication, November 1, 19983;) Ricketts, (personal 

communications, November 14, 1982;) Samuels, (personal 

communication, March 15, 1984;) Sava, (personal 

communication, November 1, 1984;) Steeb, (personal 

communication, December 1, 1983), and educational



  

associations including The International Council for 

Computer Users in Education, The National Association oF 

Elementary School Principals, and The Acadamy for 

Educational Development. Only one support letter was 

received from a computer or peripheral manufacturer 

(Cockayne, personal cammunication, November 2, 199%). “4 

The major disadvantages of the dot-matrix Brinter are 

its noisiness and the appearance Of the type (Bernard, 

1984A; Bernard, 19848; Johnson, 1982). Neither of these 

Characteristics have hampered the printers’ popularity. 

Although there have generally been four other 

technologies--— thermal, ink Jet, laser, and daisy wheei-- 

which have been competing for the computer printer markat, 

their versatility, speed, price and/or reliability have 

prohibited these technologies from threatening the 

dot-matrix printer which has dominated the market. 

The dot-matrix printer offers reasonably fast speed at 

approximately 160 characters per second. It has the 

Capability of printing graphics, offers a Variety of 

typefaces at the press of a Button, and readily accepts 

plain single sheet or “fanfold" computer paper (Bernar CL
 

? 

19B4A). Furthermore, Bernard (19946) recognized that 

dot-matrix printers have developed a reputation for 

durability and reliability because the print Meads have 

been generally designed to last for about 100 million 
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characters, or about five years. 

Thermal printers are inexpensively priced around 

$200.00, but do not readily accept plain paper and anly 

Produce mediocre quality text (Linzmayer, 1934). Thermai 

printers are neither bidirectional nor logic seeking. With 

bidirectional printers, Printing occurs as the head passes 

in each direction. In logic seeking printers, the print 

head logically moves into proper printing positicn without 

delay. 

Ink jet printers have been in use for some time, 

however the quality is somewhat questionable for text 

material. They have usually printed only 24-40 characters 

per second and have generally been expensive (Bernard, 

19848). Only one ink-jet printer, Hewlett Fackard’s 

Think-Jet, has broken the #500.cG0 price barrier and has not 

been available long enough to develop a reliable 

reputation. 

Daisy wheel printers produce a "letter quality" type 

but produce a printed page in about three times the time it 

takes to print the same material with the dot-matrix 

Printer (Bernard, 198486). 

Additionally, low cost daisy wheel printers have print 

quality similar to a manual portable typewriter and do not 

have the capability of producing both graphics and text 

material (Bernard, 19840). Laser printing technolagy 

experienced a major breakthrough when Hewlett—-Factard 

10



  

introduced its "affordable" laser printer in the summer of 

1984. Laser printing is predicted to be the wave of the 

future in computer print technology, and although the laser 

Printer has offered amazing advantages such as letter 

Quality print and speed, the price has prohibited 

widespread use in situations other than offices (Anderson, 

1984; Bernard, 19846). 

The popularity and Widespread use of dot-matrix 

Printers is because they can do some of what each of the 

competitive printers can do at a very affordable price 

(Teja, 19984). Although efferts have been made to improve 

dot-matrix print quality through increased numbers af pins 

in the print heads, the low cost printers will not reslize 

these changes for some time (Johnson, 1982). Dot—-matrix 

printer prices range from a few hundred dollars to over 

three thousand dollars, and the quality of the print is 

Proportional to the price of the Printer. The closer thea 

dot-matrix print quality is to typewriter quality, the 

higher the cost. Johnson (1983) classed moderate quality 

dot-matrix printers to be Priced between #700.00 and 

$1500.00. 

Relevance of Study 

Many computers and Peripherals, including inaxpensive 

Printers, are in use in the educational environment 

(Borrell, 1982; Leawyn, 1984). Computer and perisheral uss 

will continue to grow and expand in the educational 

11



  

community because of the law price and popularity of word 

processing (Bean and Hoffman, 1984; Borrell, 1982; Gates, 

1980; Hills, 1980; Lewyn, 1984). Although dot-matrix 

printers have produced only moderate print quality, they 

Will remain the most popular printer through 1987 because 

of their low price and their ability to use plain paper 

(Borrell, 1982; Hope, 1982). Borthwell (cited in Teja, 

printer category because each has offered advantages and 

disadvantages (Bernard, 19848, Teja; 1984). 

The printed word, although electronically generated, 

will continue to be the mainstay in educational 

communications (Gates, 1980; Hills, 1986; Wright, 1980). 

The conclusions drawn from this study will remain relevant 

as long as those peripherals are in existence in the 

schools. 

Problem Statement 

The problem of this study was to determine the effects 

certain typographical variables of dot-matrix print have sn 

student reading performance, when compared to material 

printed by standard typing methods. rour styles of type 

and two kinds of formatting were used as treatment levels 

of the two independent variables, typestyle and formatting. 

The four typestyles used included single density dot-matrix 

print, photo-copied single density dot-matrix print, dual 

density dot-matrix print, and typewriter print. Justified



  

and unjustified type were the two formatting variables 

used. The levels of each of the independent variables were 

tested against two dependent variables, reading 

comprehension and reading speed. 

This study focused on certain variables that have been 

researched through previous solid stroke alphanumeric 

legibility studies to see if they differed with dot-matrix 

7 Print and whether the differences, if any, ultimately 

affected student achievement. Additionally, this 

investigation determined if student achievement 

Significantly differed when photo-copied dot-matrix praingt 

rather than solid stroke alphanumeric print was used for 

the composition of instructional materials. 

The purpose of this study was to determine if either 

of the four levels of typefaces or either of the two levels 

of formatting of dot-matrix Print had any affect con the 

reading rate or reading comprehension of university 

students. 

Six major research questions with respect to the 

purpose of this study were investigated: 

1. Was there any significant difference in the mean 

reading rate scores of students tested on four different 

typestyles? 

2. Was there any significant difference batween the 

ra
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mean reading comprehension test scores of students tested 

on four different typestyles? 

ze Was there any significant difference between the 

mean reading rate scores of students who read fully 

justified dot-matrix Print and those who rea 

left-justified dot-matrix print? 

4. Was there any Significant difference between the 

mean reading comprehension scores of students who reed 

fully justified dot-matrix Print and those who read 

ieft-—justified dot-matrix Print? 

3. Was there any difference between the mean reading 

rates of each of the groups tested on one typestyle and 

type format? 

6. Was there any difference between the mean reading 

comphension scores of each of the groups tested on one 

typestyle and type format? 

For the purpose of this study, the following words and 

terms were defined for clarity: 

Dual-density dot-matrix print _(Ddmp): The ability of 

a terminal or a printer to have Produced type characters in 

regular as well as highlighted bold formats. 

Justified Type (Jt): Type set, or formatted, so that 

both the left and right margins are flush, such as in 

newspaper columns. 

Left _dustify [Ragged Right]: Type set so that the Se ee ee eee ee eee ee Smee ne ome wee oe oe ee ae ns ——<— — 
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left margin is even Cflushl] and the right margin is uneven, 

or "ragged" as in the format of this paper. 

Legibility: The ease and accuracy with which a reader 

is able to perceive the Printed word (Orvink, cited in 

Watts and Nisbett, 1974). 

Peripheral Device: A device, such as a printer, mass 

storage unit or keyboard, that is used as an accessory to a 

microprocessor ta transfer information to and fron the 

processor. 

Printer “s Measuring System: 6 picas = 1 inch; 12 

Points = 1 pica; and 72 points = 1 inch. 

Readability: A traditional way that the relation of 

text variables to comprehension has been viewed. 

Readability research has related the comprehensibility of 

texts to various factors related to semantics such as word 

length, difficulty, and frequency (Encyclopedia of 

Educational Research, 1982). 

Reading Comprehension: The reader‘s ability to 

understand reading material as measured by the Cloze 

reading comprehension test. 

Reading Speed: The rate at which one has read printed 

material as measured by the Nelson-Denny Reading Rate test 

for students from grades nine through sixteen. 

Resolution: A measure of ability which has delineated 

Picture details; also the smallest discernable or measurable 

detail in visual presentation. Resolution is stated in 

15



  

terms of modulation transfer, spot diameter, line width, or 

raster lines. 

sOlid Stroke Type (Sst): The most common method by 

which typographical characters have been composed, which 

have consisted of solid lines as opposed to 

computer-generated characters formed by a series of dots. 

Standard Typewritten Type: Typed material which was 

composed an an IBM Selectric typewriter using a Foman 

typeface. 

Standard Dot-Matrix Frint (Sdmp)s The normal or 

"Standard mode“ of printing which is most often used for 

transferring computer information from the computer onta 

paper, thus creating "hard copy." The standard dat-matrix 

print is labeled single density print since the printer 

head on the printer makes only one pass across the line 

being printed and therefore results ina "lighter than 

normal" printed copy. For this study, the Sdmp was 

generated with an Epson FX-80 Dot Matrix Frinter. 

Type Formatting: Methods employed in type composit fp on 

by which written material is visually altered by using 

spatial variables such as margins and line spacing. 

Typestyle: The specific typeface design used in 

Photo-copied Dot-Matrix Frint: Single density 

dot-matrix print which is reproduced on a typical smail 

office copier. - 
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Limitations 

The foilowing limitations pertained to this stucy: 

1. Subjects used in this study were enrolled in 

Industrial Education and Technology classes in the Winter 

1985 Semester at Appalachian State University, Boone, North 

Carolina. 

=. The time period for completion of the test 

sessions may have affected the external Validity of the 

study. 

Ss. Prior knowledge of the students may have affected 

the internal validity of the study. 

The following assumptions were made with regard toa 

this study: 

1. The above-mentioned limitations did not cause 

unusual investigative results. 

=.» The subjects were a representative sample of 

undergraduate students at ASU. 

3. The treatments were applied in a time frame 

suitable for evaluating such research. 

4. The measurement of silent reading time was an 

accurate assessment of the legibility of the typographical 

variations being tested. 

4. The random selection of passages used in the 

reading tests did not spuriously affect the outcome of the 

study. 

17



  
CHAFTER II 

OF OD A LD ES SY ES LS NE wees ee ame Ge ames eee ened SS 

The investigation focused on three literature areas 

which were perceived by typographic researchers, Foster 

(personal communication, June 7, 1984) and Shebilske 

(personal communication, June 5, 19984), to provide the most 

relevant information: Solid stroke legibility: computer 

generated type; and typographic research methodologies. 

Literature searches through all relevant computer data 

Sources were conducted to assure that the most current and 

available literature on the topic was fully reviewed. 

Additionally, all recommendations from resource letters 

were investigated, including computer searches with the 

London College of Printing at the London Library and the 

American Psychological Association. 

Solid Stroke Research 
Se ae ce SUED OY eS Se ee EE aay SUD a Came eee oe ae ae ee ee 

a ee AS ES A ED ES ae Se Se ee ee Se Se ED SD One 

The conclusions drawn from the abundance of solid 

stroke research are the result of a variety of measurement 

criteria, methodologies, and interpretations which have 

resulted in several precautions that should be noted 

(Snydor and Maddox, 1978). 

Readability and legibility are used as synonymous 

terms in typographic research which have included studies 

18



  

in both visual perception and/or the comprehensicn of 

graphic symbols (Smith and Dechant, cited in Reynolds, 

1979; Zachrisson, cited in Reynolds, 1979). 

Some researchers, however, have distinguished between 

legibility and readability. Legibility research has 

traditionally been involved in typographic variables as 

defined by the dominant figure Miles A. Tinker (Waller, in 

Kolers, 1979). Tinker’s definition as well as definitions 

by others including IBM (1984) have commonly centered 

around Orvink’s theme that legibility is "the ease and 

accuracy with which a reader is able to perceive the 

printed word" (Orvink, cited in Watts and Nisbett, 1974, 

p.41). 

Readability research is involved in the more complex 

reader-oriented variables and can be interpreted as a sum 

total of reader, textual and environmental interactions anc 

elements within a piece of printed material (Dale and 

Chall, cited in Brooking, 1980; Tinker, 1943). The 

measurement of readability and the resulting conclusions 

from such studies were further complicated because reader 

ability and/or reader interest was an intervening factor in 

the research (Brooking, 1980; Massaro et. al., 1980; Rye 

and Sjolander, 1984; Warford, 1972). The most generai and 

common definition of readability is the ease of 

understanding reading materials where word and sentence 

characteristics ars used as a standard of measurement 
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(Brooking, 19786; Massaro, et. al. 1980; Warford, 1972). 

Research findings were largely inconsistent, 

conflicting, or broadly interpreted because of several 

factors: 

1. Background levels and/or ages of the subjects 

tested may have invalidated such studias (Warford 1973). 

<=. A sound theoretical base was lacking in typographic 

research (Waller, 19803. 

4. The variety of statistical techniques used by the 

legibility researchers combined with the wide difference in 

Variables caused different results and inclusive data 

{(Ladas, cited in Kolers, 19793; Waller, 1979, cited in 

Kolers). 

4. There has been no Single best method for measuring 

legibility/readability, either qualitative or quantitativea, 

which has resulted in a large amount of reading rate 

studies (Watts and Nisbett, 1974). 

Typographical research variables have been largely 

grouped into either reader or text variables. Reader 

Variables have traditionally been categorized into 

Psychological and physiological variables, while text 

Variables have focused on typographic variables and text 

design (Shaw, 1949 cited in Watts and Nisbett, 1974; 

Tinker, 1942; Waller, 1979; Warford, 19723. It has been a 

Widely accepted concept that these variables must have



  

interacted for successful reading to have occurred 

(Brooking, 1980; Reynolds, 1979; Watts and Nisbett, 1974). 

Typographic variables have received the most renewed 

attention because of the recent changes in printing 

methods, such as computer generated print. A secondary 

reason for the renewed concern was that the abundant amount 

of solid stroke research had become old and outdated 

(Reynolds, 1979; Snydor and Maddox, 1978). 

The results of typographical research and the 

associated psychological and Physiological factors have 

been questionable. Many times the conclusions drawn from 

the research have not been solely attributed to the 

treatment applied to the groups (Massaro, et. al. 1980; 

Haber and Haber, 1981; Reynolds, 1979). This problem has 

been largely because there has been increased evidence that 

the reader’s perception of learning and the kind of 

material read has influenced research outcomes (Cunningham 

and Trierney, 1979; Haber and Haber, 19813 Wright, 1980). 

The physiological factors which have affected reading 

were identified by Reynolds (1979) and others as eye 

movement, the advancing and regressing of the eye as they 

move along a line of printed type, eye fixation, and letter 

and word recognition (Haber and Haber, 1981: Massaro, et. 

al 1980; Reynolds, 1979, with Foster). 

Text Variables



  

Typographic variables have been largely categorized 

into spatial and typographic coding (Reynolds, 1979). 

Spatial coding has involved the layout and formatting of 

page arrangements, and typographic coding has involved the 

use of letter characteristics which allaw the reader toa 

adopt easier mental and visual structuring of ideas and 

scanning strategies (Hartley, 1979; Reynolds, 1979). Beth 

have been used most effectively to identify sections of 

text, such as headings, paragraphs, and sentence length 

(Reynolds, 1979: Watts and Nisbett, 1974). 

Reynolds (1979) emphasized the importance of 

Considering both spatial and typographic factors in 

research because the exclusion of either May result in 

false or misleading assessments. Specifically, type 

characters have been more legible as individual elements 

than when they were in their completed format (Burnhill, 

et. al. 19773; Haber and Haber, 1981). 

The general findings about spatiai factors have been 

somewhat mixed. Insignificant results were found by 

Hartley and Burnhill (1975). However, according to Hartley 

et. al. (1979) and Reynolds (1979) spatial arrangement was 

the preferred coding method for textual information because 

it has been most beneficial for learning and a major 

determinant of reader preference. Research which supported 

Hartley's and Reynolds’ conclusions have included 

summaries of Frase and Swartz (cited in Hartley, 1980) and
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Other studies (Anglin and Miller, 1948; Carver, 1970; 

Coleman and Hahn, 1966; Coleman and Kim, 19413 Cromer, 

1970; Epstein, 1947; Hartley and Burnhill, 19743 and 

Murray, 1974). More recently, Shebilske (1981) concluded 

that students who read special layouts recalled and 

remembered text better, were better prepared, and had 

generally improved learning without requiring appreciably 

more time studying. 

Specific spatial factors have included leading, 

justification of type, line lengths and columnar 

formatting, page sizes, and margins. Leading, the spacing 

between lines of type, has been most recently summarized by 

Reynolds (1979), who concluded that leading improved 

legibility, especially in the smaller sizes of type. 

Type justification, the manipulation of the right and 

left margins, has been one of the most frequently explored 

legibility research topics. The ease with which computers 

have manipulated margins seems to have had specific 

implications for electronic text technology, since the two 

formats have offered such noticable differences in word 

spacing (Reynolds, 1979; Wright, 1980). Wright (1980) 

Similarly agreed that the differences in the two have 

affected linguistic factors, which determin how easily 

information is subdivided into factors relating to words, 

sentences, and paragraphs. Fast research, however, has 

frequently failed to conclude that justified or unjustified 

wr 
devant



  

type has been a significant structural difference ina 

layout, because many of the studies did not use types 

composition methods which were consistent with the methods 

used to generate printed material (Tinker, 19462; Watts and 

Nisbett, 1974). 

Although line lengths have varied broadly without 

affecting legibility, the interaction of line length on 

typesize formatting variables has affected legibility ina 

number of ways (Reynolds, 1979). Several reading problems 

associated with line lengths were identified. Generally, 

short lines of type are severely affected by larger 

typesizes, and smaller type sizes are severely affected by 

longer lines (Reynolds, 1979). Researchers have concluded 

that extremely short lines prevent the maximum use of 

peripheral vision, optimum eye fixations, and perception 

times (Reynolds, 1979). However, if lines become too long, 

the beginning of each line is more difficult to locate 

because of the increased number of regressions (Reynolds, 

1979; Tinker, 1963). Determining the Optimal line length 

15 compounded by individual reader Variables, such as age 

and skill (Wendt, 1979). Reading difficulties increase 

when lines varied greatly from a "normal" length, such as 

ten to twelve words or sixty to seventy characters, or when 

the lines were not rational and consistent (Burnhill and 

Hartley, 1975). 

Line width is most often the determining factor for



  

the three general kinds of of formatting, Chorizontal, 

vertical, or columnar]. Formatting is closely related to 

and perhaps largely dependent on type justification, 

especially in the publishing industry (Inglis, 199%). 

There have been mixed conclusions about appropriate 

formatting. Huey’s research in 19899 concluded that the 

horizontal formatting was read more rapidly and perhaps 

therefore was best for reading texts (Huey, 18998, cited in 

Tinker, 1943). Vertical reading, on the other hand was 

found to have increased the Capacity and efficiency of 

short term memory (Le Poultier—-Ferron and Drevillon, 

1990). Foulton (cited in Reynolds, 1979) found that 

smaller type in double columns was preferred by publishers 

over single columns for sconomic reasons, but it was not 

suitable for typewritten text and classroom instructional 

materials (Hartley, 1978). Tinker (1943) even concluded 

that vertical arrangements could be made at least as 

efficient as horizontal reading arrangements. 

Page 51272 problems have been compounded by the wide 

Variety of page sizes used by printers, publishers and 

copier technology (Reynolds, 1979). Page size has been 

largely determined by the other formatting variables such 

as column numbers, line length, type size, leading, frame 

margin size and, if the material were to be copied, the 

desired reproduction size. Traditionally, page size has 

indirectly but significantly affected legibility, in that



  

large pages have been Harder for the readers to hold and 

therefore have kept the readers from reading the page at 

the optimal reading angle (Reynolds, 1979; Tinker, i943). 

Although page size research has appeared to be 

somewhat outdated and minimal, copier technology has caused 

seme researchers to question the implications the copiers 

may have on page size (Reynolds, 1979). Copier-associated 

problems have arisen in that the formatting variables 

Changed when the image was Photo copied, especially if the 

image was reduced or enlarged (Reynolds, 1979). 

Perhaps least significant of all formatting variabies 

has been page margins (Reynolds, 19793; Tinker, 1962). 

Early research by Fatterson and Tinker (19460) found no 

Significant difference in the speed of reading of adults 

when they read printed material with and without maraqins. 

More recent arguments, however have contended that 

especially narrow margins have affected the pages’ 

aesthetic appeal and practicality for holding purposes. 

Thus, print with excessively narrow margins contributed to 

visual fatigue in young readers (Burt, Cohn and Dearborn, 

1959, cited in Watts and Nisbett, 1974; Reynolds, 19793 

Tinker, 1943). 

Typographic coding, using typographical variations to 

segment print, has not been as effective on learning as 

spatial coding. Of the two general methods of typograpnic
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the letter to affect typeweight 

coding, typeweight and typeface, Reynolds (1979) conciuded 

that typeweight, the thickness of the strokes of the 

characters, has been more obvious and effective for the 

average reader. 

Typeweight has been affected by several individual 

letter variables, including stroke width, counters, and 

serifs. These variables must interact with spacing within 

» and in turn, legibility. 

Although Tinker (19435) concluded that all type styles are 

equally legible, others concluded that Optimally designed 

and aesthetically pleasing individual letter variables are 

Closely related to reader preference and attitude, which 

therefore affected reading (Brooking, 1980; Reynolds, 

1979). The preferred typeweight has been similar to that 

of boldface type, although it has been more suitable for 

emphasis than use in continuous text (Reynolds, i979; 

Tinker, 1943). 

Of the two dimensions of a type character, horizontal 

and vertical, the width of a letter has been the most often 

meglected and criticized factor in type Gesign because the 

Width has affected the length of the phrase and the rr
 

snytactically structured word strings (Hartley, 1979; 

Reynolds, 1979; Massaro, 1980). Researchers have Similarly 

agreed that as long as the horizontal letter dimension 

remains constant and at the optimal width, 80% of its 

height, other variables such as the length and number of



  

and Nisbett, 1974). 

Two methods of letter Spacing, proportional and 

MmOnNOospacing, have been used for Printing type. 

Piropertional spacing means that the letters are spaced 

according to the individual letter size, and monospacing 

means that the letter Spacing is equal, regardless af 

letter size. Frinted material such as that in a textbook ~* 

typifies Propartionally spaced type, and typewritten 

material typifies monospaced type. Investigations into the 

effects of letter Spacing on legibility have been Scarce, 

but the existing research has suggested that spacing has 

made no appreciable difference on legibility (Gillilard 

1923, cited in Reynolds, 1979). From a subjective 

standpoint, monospacing received most criticism because it 

Produced uneven texture around narrow letters and has 

created a generally unpleasant appearance (Reynolds, 19793. 

One of the oldest and perhaps most common lecgibility 

research topics was the comparison of Capital letters as 

Opposed to all lower case or even mixed cases. Early 

summaries by Watts and Nisbett (1974) as well as more 

current conclusions discouraged the frequent use of capital 

letters. Disadvantages to the use of all capital letters 

are largely related to problems with word unity and eye



movement (Massaero, 1980; Watts and Nisbett, 1974). The 

advantages to reading lower case letters, on the other 

hand, are centered on the use of ascenders and descenders 

in the word recognition process. Word recognition was 

correlated with the overall letter size and shape 

(Massaero, et. al. 1980; Watts and nisbett, 1974). 

According to the Foster and Bruce summary (1982), 

apparently the only advantage to using uppercase letters 

was that uppercase words were visible at a greater distance 

and therefore were more Basily identifiable than their 

lowercase counterparts when the letters were the sane 

height. 

Other than tradition and aesthetics, serifed type 

Offered only a faw advantages to the reader. Their use and 

Popularity in type design is apparently due to tradition 

(Reynolds, 1979; Robinson, et. al, 1975). The advantages 

of reading serifed type are that serifs improve word 

recognition, increase reader preference, and improve 

Photo-copying capabilities of type (Cooper et. al., 1979; 

Foulton, 1945, cited in Brooking, 1960; Robinson, 1780; 

Spencer et. al., cited in Reynolds, 1979). 

Problems with numeral legibility have been more 

individual-related rather than group-related. For 

educational settings, most effective numeral legibility has 

depended upan typestyle selection and the task to be 

performed (Watts and Nisbett; 1974). Specifically, Arabic
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numerals were most easily read, and numbers with hanging 

ascenders and descenders were read more Sasily when read 

alone, but made no difference when grouped together 

(Berger, 1948, cited in Reynolds, 1979; Warford, i972). 

As for punctuation research, the few studies indicated 

that the most appreciable affect of Punctuation on 

legibility was that larger sizes of the point and the comma 

generally improved legibility (Frince, cited in Watts and 

Nisbett, 1974). 

Typefaces, both typewriter and typeset copy, have 

Perhaps been one of the most important considerations for 

the educational environment. Both have been a concern in 

legibility because of the enormous number and the .general 

shortage of information on the choice of typeface, and they 

have been significantly different in terms of legibility 

(IBM, 1984). 

Several disadvantages have been noted about typewriter 

type. More letters are confused with typewritten copy than 

with typeset copy. Typographical coding is more restricted 

because of type style and weight (IBM, 1984; Reynolds, 

1979). 

Typeset copy, on the other hand, has offered unique 

advantages over typewritten copy, in that the typestyles 

have been grouped, designed, and recommended for specific 

Purposes such as space saving, emphasis, adverse 

conditions, creating moods, or to maintain a high level of



  

readability (Brooking, 1989; IBM, 1984; Tinker, 1943). 

An additional concern has been the continuous change 

in reader preference of typefaces, which has usually been 

formed sarly in life (Burt, 19595; Foulton, 1959, cited in 

Cooper et. al., 1979). Failure to consider typeface as a 

legibility variable may result in confusion of the 

idiosyncratic features in the type form itself, the form of 

the particular characters, or in the design of thse 

character set (Reynolds, i979). 

In the selection of adequate typefaces, selection 

criteria should include specific purpose of the message, 

character assembly methods, and avallability of methods and 

typestyles. Image degradation, the amount of image quality 

i. which has been lost during the reproduction process, has 

been an additional factor to be considered (Brooking, 1980; 

Hartley, 1978; Tinker, 19433; Warford, 1972). Traditional 

image degradation has occurred because reproduction 

procedures were less than perfect. Typical design 

Breakdown problems are that fine lines break down, small 

internal faces fill in, strong contrasts between thick and 

thin strokes cause a "dazzle" effect, and letters often run 

tagethar (Reynolds, 1979). 

Other factors which affect legibility, largely because 

Of reader preference, are the selection of ink density and 

Paper selection (Reynolds, 1979; Tinker, 1943). 
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Numerous research techniques have been employed toa 

measure the most common dapendent variables of reading rate 

and reading comprehension. Hartley et. al (1975) used the 

test-retest method to assess the reliability of the most 

widely used testing methods used in typographical research. 

Oral reading, scanning/retrieval, silent reading speed, and 

the Cloze reading comprehension tests were used to test 

male and female school children and university students. 

The authors used traditional testing methods where test 

material was equated for difficulty and typographic 

specifications were held constant. The authors concluded 

that specific methods were more useful than others for 

assessing typographic research and the appropriateness of 

the method depended largely upon the nature of the variable 

being assessed. 

Of all the methods tested, Hartley et., al. recognized 

that although oral reading recorded the highest reliability 

coefficient among university students, .78, it was 

determined to have very little use in typographic research 

because it lacked sensitivity to typographic layouts and 

could have produced artificial results because it was an 

unnatural reading method. Scanning was found to be most 

appropriate among university students, reliability 

coeafficiant of .88, for assessing technical materials. 

Silent reading, and particularly the Cloze procedure was 

determined to be most appropriate for typopgraphic 

“rey



  
were untimed for more reliable results; and that more than 

one test session was administered for greatest 

generalizability. 

Controlling for the precautions has resuited in a 

recommended procedure in which 250 to 260 word passages 

were used in conjunction with the Fry Readability graph. 

This has assured that each passage was well below the 

readability threshold of the students tested. Additional 

recommendations were to administer three untimed test 

sessions (Aulls, 1974). 

One hundred fifty-six university psychology students 

were time-tested for reading speed and reading achievement 

in a study by Campbell, Marchetti, and Mewhort (1991). The 

dependent variables were measured against three computer 

text processing techniques: ragged right format; fixed 

character spacing; and variable character spacing. The 

authors distributed one of the three versions of the test 

booklets to the volunteer students who silently read the 

passage and then answered a series of questions and a 

vocabulary test. The results showed that the ragged right 

formatting and large and unpredictable spaces between words 

reduce reading speed. 

This study very closely paralleled the Campbell, et. 

al., investigation. However, a Xerox Diablo daisy wheel 

printer which printed solid stroke type was used rather 

than dot-matrix printer and reliability of the research



  

could perhaps be questioned since the students were aware 

that their experimental session was a fest of both speed 

and accuracy. 

Upper and lower case letter legibility of computer 

screen type was investigated by Foster and Bruce (1982) 

when they tested two groups, 14 males and 8 females per 

group, in an experimental room. The times taken to read 

aloud six randomly ordered Passages of nonsense text 

presented in upper and lower case were compared. The 

results of the experiment concluded that there was na 

difference between males and females on either upper and 

lower case letters. Neither upper Gr lower case was 

Significant, though the serial order of the presantation of 

the text was significant in that some Passages were read 

more slowly than others. 

Perhaps the most significant factor about their 

research was that the test material was replicated from an 

@arlier study on print for the Partially sighted by Shaw 

(1971). The test material was composed of semantically 

anomalous random sentences which had an acceptable sentence 

structure, or pseudo-texts such as “Hungary bridges 

describe expensive farmers." Foster, Bruce, and Shaw 

Justified the technique because it reduced the intelligence 

and comprehension factors which have frequently intervened 

and therefore resulted in a more accurate test of thea 

actual visual rather than the mental ability of the reader 

ta
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(Foster and Bruce, 1982). 

Several limitations were recognized by the authors. 

The subjects were more than likely above average readers 
pe

at
 

jo
 wich caused Limited generalization to other groups. The 

oral resding process employed Limited generalizations to 

the reading of lines of type and would not be appropriate 

for generalizing to other methods of formatting type, such 

as lists. Finally, the pseudo-texts may have prejudiced the 

test in that some words were more meaningful and therefore 

more easily read than others. 

Hartley and Trueman (1981) used reader preference to 

judge variations in layout, wording, and a combination of 

both in instructional text. The authors conducted .five 

experiments. Each of the first three utilized 106 collegs 

students which compared reader preferences of different 

complexity levels of typographic and textual variations. 

The authors concluded that readers made generally crude and 

Slobal judgements: more difficult and complex tasks 

resulted in more refined judgements; and previous theories 

were upheld that subjective judgements were difficult to 

interpret because of the apparent variety of judges’ 

opinions and test material differences. 

In a study conducted for the Compugraphic Corporation, 

Lewis, Sykes, and Lemieux (1984) used two test instruments 

to test reading speed, comprehension, and reader reaction 

of three hundred professional students. Reader reaction
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was measured on readability, credibility, and 

persuasiveness of the documents. 

Two test instruments were used: One was written in 

the form of a memo as a directive from a Superior; and the 

other was written in the form of a proposal as a 

communication to be passed “up" the chain of command in a 

typical business structure. Each of the instruments was 

composed by either an IBM typewriter, a dot-matrix printer, 

or & computerized phototypesetter. 

The typographic versions of both the memo and the 

proposal increased reading speed by 10 to 27 per cent over 

the typewritten or dot-matrix method but there was no 

significant relationship in the document read and the 

Person’s score on the comprehension scale. The authors 

generally concluded that typographic documents were 

superior to others tested and could be read quicker than 

the other formats tested without any loss of comprehension. 

The subjects showed no preference of material which was 

generated by computer, typewriter, and typesetter whan 

compared on credibility and persuasiveness of the 

documents. 

Two major limitations were pointed out: The subjects 

used prevented any generalization to populations other than 

professionals; and the instruments used in the study were 

intended for a business environment and would more than 

likely not be suitable for use in an educational
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environment. 

Waller (persanal communication, September 7, 1985) has 

been conducting ongoing research concerning dot-matrix 

Print legibility with fonts which do not allow for 

ascenders and descenders to be printed respectively above 

or below the baseline. 

Wendt (1979) used three formatting variables, calumn 

width, word spacing between meaningful phrases, and 

horizontal and vertical structuring to test visual effect 

Of design on secondary school textbooks. Four versions of 

a lesson from a secondary school physics textbook were used 

to determine reading times, achievement, and reader 

preference of 600 German secondary students. The four 

versions of the lesson included traditional =2 pica 

columnar spacing, 15 pica double column format, chunked 

typographic spacing of phrases, and an optimally designed, 

according to graphic designers, visualized version of the 

lesson. 

The results yielded mo evidence which allowed the 

author to recommend superiority of columnar versions or 

word spacing although the optimally designed version tock 

the shortest reading time and resulted in the largest 

knowledge gain of either of the four versions. The success 

of the optimally designed version of the test was 

attributed to the overwhelming reader preference which 

affected reader motivation. Wednt‘'s study was significant



  

because he used the normal classroom situation to test 

typographic variables against three determinants which were 

reader preference, reading time, and achievement. 

Computer Generated Type 

Of the two methods of computer screen type generation, 

vector generated and dot-matrix, the dot-matrix type has 

received most attention and gained popularity because it 

has been generally the least expensive to electronically 

create and its legibility has been more frequently 

questioned (Shurtleff, cited in Snydor and Maddox, 1978; 

Reynolds, 1980). Froblems have been compounded because 

Original dot-matrix type that was designed for computer 

screens has been carried over for inexpensive dot-matrix 

Printer use (Takeuchi st. al, 1982). 

Similarities With Solid Stroke Type. 

Computer type legibility has focused on the 

Similarities and differences which have existed between 

Video screen type and dot-matrix print, and whether 

research conclusions in either of these areas were 

applicable to the voluminous solid stroke research studies. 

Maddox, et. al. (1979) differentiated between the 

traditional type and electronic text: 

The dot-matrix characters used in the computer output 

systems are quite different in appearance from their 

conventional stroke counterparts in that stroke 

characters are composed of continuous line segments.



  

It has been recognized for some time that certain 

Characteristics of stroke alphanumeric characters 

affect their relative legibility. Much research has 

been undertaken to ascertain which stroke font is the 

most legible under certain conditions. However it has 

not been satisfactorily demonstrated that the 

conclusions from solid stroke font research are 

directly transferable to dot-matrix fonts (p.o97). 

Display luminance, luminance contrast, element or dot 

shape, dot size, ambient luminance, refresh rate, and 

display chrominance were seven video display variables 

which were identified by Snydor and Maddox (1972). Only 

four of those seven had application to dot-matrix print 

displays: contrast: element or dot shape, dot-size and 

inter-element spacing. Reynolds (1979) Similarly suggested 

that there were significant differences between video 

displays and computer printouts: the video display 

cansisted of a constantly flickering light source and 

character sets were limited and not necessarily the same as 

those encountered on computer printouts er computer 

printing. 

The design problems and limitations associated with 

dot-matrix type characters have been blamed on several 

factors (Jonassen, 1982; Unger, 1979). There have been 

more design restrictions with dot matrix characters than 

40
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conventional type characters (Jonassen, 1982; Snydor and 

Maddox, 1979; Weight, 1980). The fixed nature of the 

character grid for dot-matrix characters has restricted the 

design of the letters in that the Characters are uniformly 

spaced regardless of their width. This resulted in 

character designs in which the narrow letters had become 

isolated, and caused an aesthetically unpleasant 

appearance, and a general uneven texture in a bady of text 

especially when both upper and lower case letters were used 

(Jonassen, 1982). Additionally, the complete versatility 

Of electronic typefaces such as slanted, compressed, and 

extended type has compounded design problems in that one 

type design has not Proven to be suitable for all style 

Possibilities. The overall appearance of the typeface and 

the texture of the page is affected by the electronic text 

versatility (Hope, 1982; Unger, 1979). Jonassen (19872) 

reiterated this point by calling for a complete redesign of 

some letters. 

Traditionalism in type design has prevailed. The new 

typefaces have usually been designed along the same 

procedures and methods derived for adapting hot metal 

typefaces to film setting and are still designed to look 

like Roman characters. The Practice has remained for the 

designer to anticipate photographic films reproduction 

distortion by exaggerating the details such as the 

extensions of and cutting out of corners (Unger, 1979). 
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This increased the likelihood of individual letter 

confusion (Jonassen, 1992; Unger, 1979). 

There has been a shortage of usable design data an 

dot-matrix type. The resulting dot-matrix letter forms 

were crude (Jonassen, 1982); there was a limited range of 

Possibilities in terms of typographic variations: and 

screen characters differed from those in the printed page 

(Jonassen, 1982; Reynolds, 1979). Snydor and Maddox (1978) 

perhaps best recognized that the Shortage of data created a 

Challenge for the designer of dot-matrix prints 

When the designer was confronted with meeting 

satisfactory specifications for readability and 

legibility, a rather surprising fact surfaces. A 

vOlumnuocus. body of experimental knowledge exists oan 

the effect of certain display parameters on 

readability. Most of these experimental data exist 

for Csolid] Stroke characters, and suitable design 

data for dot-matrix displays are quite scarce (p. 

2590). 

Several characteristics of dot-matrix type were 

studied in the video display community. The 

characteristics which most significantly affected 

legibility were dot size, dot shape, dot resolution, matrix 

area, Spacing, and image degradation and hardware. Snydor 

and Maddox (1978) concluded that optimal dot sizes were



  

task-related in that smaller, 1.Q0mm dots were better for 

contextual material than larger, 1.2mm dots. The authors 

concluded that the more square the dot, the better the 

observer performed reading and search tasks: and Geliptical 

dots were poorest of all variations for legibility. Snydor 

and Maddox’s study concluded that search tasks were 

optimized by using large elements which lead to more rapid 

identification of symbols, and that smaller 

elements were more suitable for continuous reading 

Since they minimized the number of eye fixations. 

Vartabedien (1971) and'a similar study by Ketchel and 

Jeremy (1968) concluded that element shape interacted with 

and was a determinant Of a subject’s performance, and that 

Bliptical elements were inferior to circular elements. 

Vartabedian’s study evaluated four concerns of dot-matrix 

type. Symbol generation methods, which consisted of 

dot-matrix vs. solid stroke type, and the common 5 x 7 and 

7 * 9 matrix sizes were two concerns. The authors also 

studied the use of circles and Gelongated dots in character 

makeup, and symbol orientation. Fesponse time and accuracy 

were the performance measures used to measure the 

recognition of letters. The resulting conclusions were 

that the 7 x 9 circle dot-matrix was superior to all other 

fonts; vertically elongated dots adversely affected 

legibility; the 7 x 9 dot-matrix was far superior to S x 7 

matrices; and the dot-matrix construction of letters was



  

far superior to stroke matrix letter construction. 

The concerns about the resolution of a printed page 

are similar to those with a video display. Resolution, the 

number of picture elements or pixels contained on a 

display, is a major consideration in dot element design 

(Snydor, 1980; Unger, 1979). Dot resolution has been 

constrained by the size of the display, the spacing between 

the elements and occasionally element shape, and the amount 

of contrast required. 

One alternative to maximizing resolution without 

increasing dot size has been the overlapping of a smaller 

dot size to make a thicker stroke of a letter. Although 

Overlapping dot elements has increased resolution on either 

a screen or a printed page, there is contrasting research 

as to whether dots are more easily read when they are 

overlapped or when there is a space between the characters 

(Snydor and Maddox, 1978). 

The averlapping technique was simulated with 

dot-matrix printers by offering normal printing options 

including double strike and emphasized print which 

generally resulted in increased print character resolution 

but at the same time sacrificed half the printer speed 

(Kater, 19983; Takeuchi, 1982). Therefore, the optimal 

dot-matrix print quality has been a combination of the 

emphasized and the double strike modes (Gemini 1982, Kater, 

1983). 
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Several studies have been performed to determine the 

optimal active area of a matrix. Active area was defined 

as the area of the matrix used to generate a character. 

Snydor (1978) indicated that the closer a dot matrix 

character resembled a solid stroke letter, the better the 

legibility and readability. Snydor (1980) further 

concluded that the active area was Perhaps best interpreted 

as the ratio of the element size to spacing between the 

elements. The authors also concluded that readability of 

letters and words increased Proportionally with the ratio 

of the elament size, and that interelement spacing should 

nat have been any more than 50% of the element width. 

Similar studies by Vandervolk, Herman, and Hershberger 

(1975) showed that the greater percent of active areéa, the 

better observer performance. 

Jonassen (1982) and Reynolds (1980) recognized that 

problems for computer generated information were more 

Prevalent than conventional type. Computer generated 

displays were considerably restricted due to inflexible 

word spacing as well as line spacing, which sometimes 

caused line-to-line letter fusion. Other problems with 

inflexible line and word spacing include difficult 

justification, uneven word spacing, and increased 

hyphenation (Jonassen, 1982). These problems are less 

severe with the printers, however, because a variety of 

Printing pitches such as normal, emphasized mode, double



strike, and italics are usually offered as well as 

proportional and disproportional spacing (Fater, i983). 

One of the typographer’s roles has been to consider 

and incorporate a degradation factor into type design. The 

degradation factor is defined as the amount of image 

quality that type characters lost as they were reproduced. 

Characters are most frequently degraded through variations 

in contrast and spatial frequency, and the problem is more 

prevalent with single density computer text (Shurtleff, 

1974, cited in Snydor and Maddox, 1978). If imace 

degradation has been adequately incorporated into type 

design, fatigue rate of the reader is reduced (Charmon and 

Heren, 1979; Charman and Tucker, 1977; dJohnsan, i774; 

Owens, 1980 cited in Kintz, 1982). 

Computer type design is further complicated By other 

design concerns. User satisfaction, the type font’s 

ability to interface with a number of kinds and qualities 

of hardware and affordability, were among the constraints 

designers have addressed (Crowell, 1979; Reynolds, 19986; 

Strawhorne, 1980; Takeuchi, et.al., 19823 Unger, 1979). 

The wide range in variety and capacities of equipment has 

resulted in a limited number of monospaced character sets 

which consist of a single font of lower case, upper case, 

numerals and special characters and the absence of a 

universally acceptable type font (Reynolds, 1960; (Fhillips 

et. al., 1984; Takeuchi, et. al., 1982). 

AS



  

Reynolds (1979) and Russell (1976) similarly concluded 

that sans serif letters were most suitable for computer 

recognition. The recommended x—-heighth of character fonts 

for computer displays has been between .001 and .OOF of the 

screen size (Fhillips, Berkheardt, Coupland, Fraser, Fimm, 

Ridgeway, 1984). Computer printouts have optimally been 

between 60 and 70 characters long when upper and lower cas HY 

letters were used in a normal fashion (Reynolds 19780}. 

Font Optimization Studies 

Although there has been considerable research on 

determining optimal type for the computer screen, Snydor 

and Maddox (1978) recognized that font selection decisions 

by manufacturers have not been based on the body of 

knowledge about legibility but rather on the expediency of 

production. Additionally, the size of the grid and the 

corresponding letters vary from manufacturer to 

manufacturer (Gemini, 19823; Jonassen, 19823; Kater, 1995). 

The usual method employed to perform dot-matrix research is 

to vary several display parameters of the dot-matrix 

characters while holding the remainder of the variables 

constant (Snydor and Maddox, 1978). Most research focused 

on the control of a minimal number of variables to maintain 

managability of the investigation (Snydor and Maddox, 

1978). 

Early research by Shurtleff and Owen (1946, cited in 

Snydor and Maddox, 1978) used speed and accuracy as 
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performance measures to compare the legibility of 

dot-matrix characters to standard Leroy characters and 

concluded that 10 lines per symbol vertical height was a 

minimum legibility standard for CRT display. Giddings 

(1972, cited in Snydor and Maddox, 1978) studied height of 

characters on CRT displays and concluded no relationship 

between character size and legibility, although optimum 

character size was determined to be 4.75 mm. Huddleston 

(1974) conducted two studies which compared and evaluated 

the effect of character size on the legibility of British 

and American styled fonts and concluded that the British 

fonts were more legible. 

Perhaps one of the most reputable and significant 

studies involving dot-matrix font optimization studies was 

performed by Snydor and Maddox in 1978 (MacDonald Ross, 

personal cammunciation, June, 1984). As an effort to 

Provide some design criteria for dot-matrix displays they 

compared four different alphanumeric fonts with five 

different matrix sizes for single character legibility. 

Two of the fonts used in the experiment, the Lincoln Mitre 

and Huddleston fonts, are a standard in the industry and 

were designed to provide maximum luminance. Two more fonts, 

the Maximum angle and Maximum dot fonts, were designed in 

accordance with theoretical vision perception principles 

(Maddox et. al., 1977). Snydor and Maddox concluded that 

the Lincoln Mitre and Huddleston fonts were both superior 
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te, but not Significantly differant from, the maximum dot 

and maximum angle fonts. The 5 x 7 matrix Produced more 

errars than any of the other sizes. As the matrix size was 

increased, significantly fewer errors occurred. The 

general conclusions indicated that the larger the number of 

dots in the matrix, the better the legibility, and the 

Smaller the character within these, the better the 

legibility. The main benefit for reducing the character 

size was that it proportionally reduced the space between 

the dot elements. The Snydor and Maddox study was limited 

in that it examined only single character presentation 

legibility, it did not include Single case and lower case 

letters and symbols, nor did the study offer conclusions 

based on contextual advantage or disadvantage. 

Geyer and Gupta (1981) used the tachioscopic method of 

letter stimulus and presentation to test and compares the 

recognition and confusion of dot-matrix letters and solid 

stroke letters. Nine upper case letters were used to test 

single dot, filled dot, and solid stroke font styles. The 

most significant differences resulted between the Single 

dot characters and the other two characters. The major 

weakness of their study was that generalizations couid net 

be made to real situations because there were only nine 

letters used in the recognition process, and the methcd of 

image presentation made it difficult to compare to other 

studies. 
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One of the few studies on subjective image quality and 

observer performance of dot-matrix video displays was 

performed by Riley and Barbato (1979). The authors studied 

image degradation and how various dot sizes affected 

legibility. Riley used four groups of undergraduate 

students in an artificial testing situation to test varying 

degrees of element degradation of five different 5 » 7 

matrix fonts. Variations of element degradation were 

controlled by the removal or addition of certain dots 

within the matrix of a character. While there were some 

differences found among characters, no differences were 

found among the fonts or between the manner of degradation. 

Perhaps the most significant contribution af the study was 

that it established a technique for determining and 

evaluating the relative importance of each matrix spot in 

character generation. 

The review of the literature suggests that the new 

methods of information processing have shifted 

typographical decision making responsibilities from that of 

the typographical designer to the author who most often has 

not had a background in design. Given the fact that many 

authors and especially educators have been traditionally 

unaware of the effect of typographical variables on 

legibility and/or readability, the current innovations in 

information processing may have magnified an aliready 

oO



  

existing problem. 

The existing solid stroke research, although 

volumnuous and valuable, has been riddled with 

inconsistencies ranging fram Problems of clearly defining 

legibility and/or readability to inconsistencies in the use 

of type generating equipment and research methodologies. 

These inconsistencies, coupled with the fact that many past 

experiments were conducted in a purely experimental 

environment and utilized currently obsolete type-generating 

methods has left some doubt as to the reliability of any 

generalizations from the conclusions-—-— especially when 

considering the instructional applications. 

The areas of solid stroke research which May Nave had 

the most relevant application to computer generated 

information, were areas in which the most serious shortages 

have existed. Specific shortages of Past solid stroke 

research fell in the area of of spatial factors and spatial 

coding. Hartley (1979) and Shebilske (1982) have 

recognized a need for more spatial research because of the 

increased spatial problems with computer text (Reynolds, 

19793 personal communication, March 15, 1984). 

Electronic text fonts, although similar in the 

construction of alphanumeric font design, have had only 

limited application to dot-matrix print. The considerable 

amount of literature that has existed on electronic taxt 

legibility has provided excellent groundwork for dot-matrix
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print research. However, the findings from computer screen 

studies have not been directly applicable to dot-matrix 

Print because of the many dissimilarities in the image 

generation characteristics and reading situations 

(Operbeck, cited in Reynolds, 1979). 

Typographic characteristics of dot-matrix print 

differed from any of the previously studied typestyles or 

fonts. The review of the literature has not answered 

questions concerning the legibility of dot-matrix print, 

especially in the areas of character density, typestyle, 

and ability of the type to be reproduced. 

Character density has varied greatly from character to 

character on a dot-matrix printer because of the nature of 

tne printing process. However none of the fastest and most 

economical single pass dot generations observed by this 

investigator appear to have met the density criterion of 

solid stroke letters specified by Foulton (cited in 

Reynolds, 1979). 

Individuai dimensions of each letter have been further 

affected by character density. The optimal individual 

character dimensions cited by Tinker, Prince, Watts and 

Nisbett, and others could be seriously questioned if those 

criteria were tested against dot-matrix print. 

AS image degradation has been a factor which most 

solid stroke type designers have incorporated into design, 

it appears to have been almost overlooked with dot-matrix fu



  
  
  

Print characters. The characteristic weakening of the 

density of a photo-copy may have further affected the 

individual character densities and type legibility if the 

image were reduced or enlarged. 

Finally, while Coe and Spencer (cited in Reynolds, 

1979), recognized that only a few experiments have been 

done this century using realistic reading situations such 

as lists of words by Twyman (cited in Folers, 1979), the 

current trend of typographical research has been to shift 

towards actual rather than experimental situations, 

especially when the research pertains to education. A void 

has existed, however, between the experiments conducted by 

behavioral scientists and the experiments which have been 

conducted in the ergonomic and human factor sectors. 

Foster and Bruce (1982) recognized the importance of 

distinguishing between the experiments which have involved 

subjects reading text materials and those in which the 

subjects were involved in identifying single character or 

individual words, such as visibility studies. 

Additionally, Simcox (1983) concluded that research in 

graphic communications was rarely a primary focus of an 

investigation, but an extension of a conceptual framework 

designed for some other purpose and has rarely examined the 

process of information communication from a user’s 

Viewpoint (Waller, 19797).
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This study was conducted to determine if sither of the 

dependent variables, reading rates and reading 

comprehension, were affected by the independent variables, 

typefaces and type formatting. Two levels of formatting 

Cjustified and “ragged right"] and three levels of 

dot-matrix typefaces, [single density dot-matrix print, 

dual density dot-matrix print, photocopied dot-matrix 

print] were used. Additionally, two control groups were 

administered the same tests in each of the two formats 

which were composed in solid stroke type produced with an 

IBM typewriter. 

The two hundred-forty subjects for this study were 

students enrolled in Industrial Education classes at 

Appalachian State University during the Winter Semester, 

1985. Each student was randomly assigned a test treatment 

and each student received the same treatment in each 

posttest session. Students were selected from these 

classes to participate in one of the eight treatment 

groups. Only subjects who had normal vision or corrected 

vision were asked to participate. 

University classes and normal classroom conditions in



  

tne Department of Industrial Education and Technology were 

SPlected to participate in the investigation. Flourescent 

lighting was used in all test situations, and the Groups 

read the tests from an optimal readin ad ee
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rosters were used a5 a basis to randomly assi 

subjects to the treatments. Tha 7O subjects in each group 

WEF assigned a specific tast number such as 4-1 or 8-29 

an effort to control for groups as well as posttest 

procedures. 
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& factorial design [see Table 2] was used as the 

specific design of the study. Each of the cells 

represented one of the eight treatment levels. Treatment 

levels were coded as Test A, B, C, stc. for clarification. 
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Table 2 

Factorial Dasign Illustrating 
Typographic Variables To Be Explored 

(Six Treatments With Two Control Grouces] 
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Type Formatting 
Ragged Right Justified 

Typefaca CRrf CJtd 

Single DMP Group A Group & 
Cn=30] Cn=204 

Dual DMP Group C Group D 
Cn=30)] Cn=30) 

Fhoto Copied Group E Group F 
DMP Cn=20) Cn=20] 

Selectric Group G Group H 
Typewriter Cn=20) Cn=20) 
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Three hypotheses on reading rate and three hypotheses 

on reading comprehension were tested. 

Reading Rate. The null hypotheses for testing reading 

rate were stated as follows: 

1. There was no significant difference between the 

mean scores of the reading rate tests across the two levels 

of type formatting, justified type and ragged right margin. 

Ho: Ul = U2 =. . .Urow 

Haz: Ul = U bd
 

Py 
a There was no significant difference among the mean 

scores of the reading rate tests across four levels -of



  

typeface design: Single density dot-matrix Prints; dual 

density dot-matrix print; and photo-copied single density 

dot-matrix print; and typewriter print. 

Ho: Ul = U bd
 Il rn 

da: Ul Uz 

=. There were no significant interactions among the 

mean scores of each of the six treatment groups and the twee 

control groups tested that could not be explained oy the 

differences among the population means for eithe:: 

typefaces, typeformatting, or both. 

Ho: all CUrc - Ur - Uc + UI = © 

Has Ure - Ur - Ue +O = 0 

Reading Comprehension. Reading posttest means were 

adjusted using tne pretest means as a covariate. The 

hypotheses for these adjusted means were stated as follows: 

4. There was no significant difference between mean 

reading comprehension scores of two levels of type 

formatting when adjusted for pretest performance. 

Ho: Ui = U2 =. . .Urow 

Has Uli U2 

cS 
J. There were no significant differences among the 

mean comprehension scores of four levels of typefac fi 

variations when these means were adjusted for pretest 

performance. 

Ho: Ul I C hJ
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Ho: all CUre - Ur - Uc + UI = 90 

Ha: Urc - Ur - Uc + O=0 

Test_Instruments 

Two seperate instruments were used to measure reading 

rate and reading comprehension. The measurement of 

comprehension focused on appropriate application of the 

Cloze Reading Test as recommended by Hartley et. al (1975). 

The Cloze Procedure has been validated and tested fer 

reliability by Buros (cited in Aulls, 1974). Hartiey, tet. 

al., 19753 also found the Cloze Reading Test to have a 

reliability coefficient of .82 in typographic research and 

to be the most reliable methead of all for testing reading 

comprehension in typographic research. 

A seperate speed of reading test was administered 

Since one of the stipulations for administering the Cloze 

test was not to time the test (Aulls, 1974). Fassage I 

from the Nelson-Denny Reading Test (Form Al was used for 

testing reading rate. Silent reading speed tests have been 

shown to be a moderately reliable measure, [.94 among males 

and .S23 among females], of reading speed among university 

students and have been used with more confidence in the



classroom situation than the alternative oral reading is 

approach (Hartley, 1975). In Hartley’s study, differences 

in the males’ and females’ reliability scores were 

attributed to testing procedures, in that the two sessions 

which were used for the data collection reflected 

completely different attitudes of the subjects. 

The first passage of the Nelson-Denny comprehension 

test was recommended for the measurement of reading rate 

because compensation has been made to assure that the 

difficulty of the passage was such that it should not have 

affected the rate measurement for the test’s target age 

group, which was grades 9 through 14. The reliability cof 

the initial reading rate test was determined to be .9= 4 in 

computed by the equivilant forms method of testing for 

reliability (Nelson and Denny, 1960.). 

Test specimens [Appendix Al illustrate the typographic 

variations which were tested and that the typographic 

dimensions and specifications of the materials used for the 

tests were held constant except for the variables being 

tested. 

Specific dimensions of the instruments were held in 

accordance with optimal reading conditions for the size of 

type and continuous text as recommended by Tinker (1947) 

and Reynolds, (1979): paper size was 8 1/2" 11"; white 

bond paper was used; type size was 12 point, or as closes as 

the dot-matrix printer would allow; line spacing was



equivilant to one line space, approximately 12 points. 

Line length was set up on the word processor to obtain a 

six inch line length. Typographic compositicn, however, Was 

different for each treatment group, except for a 

comprehension pretest which was composed on an IBM 

Selectric Typewriter. 

Dot—matrix print was generated by an Epson FX-BO 

dot-matrix printer which was interfaced with an Apple Ife 

Personal Computer which utilized an Applewriter TI word 

processing program. A new ribbon was ‘placed on the Epson 

printer prior to the printing of the test material for each 

session. A carbon ribbon was used on the typewriter. 

For the comprehension test, passages were randomly 

selected from an eighth grade literature book (All _ In 

America, 19435) to make up the four comprehension tests. 

Fassages have been verified by the North Carolina State 

Board of Education that the reading book had not been used 

in the public schools since "“sround 1970" (Warren, personal 

communication, January, 1985). Each passage was screened 

for readability. The pretest was composed with solid stroke 

type and each of the posttests were composed in each of the 

typographic variations. 

One of the major concerns of comprehension testing in 

typographic research has been to control for passage 

difficulty, and to make sure that the test passages were 

50 

 



Gelow the comprehension level of the subjects. The Pry 

Readability Graph was used to assure that each of the 

Passages was Selow the comprehension "threshold," or grade 

level of reading, for the age group being tested. The Fry 

Graph has bsen an accented method for determining 

readability by selecting passages, counting the first cone 

hundred syllables in the passages, and determining how many 

tu
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 ‘Whole and parts of sentence are in those syliables (Aulis, 

1976). Once this information had been determined, the 

cints wers plotted on the Fry Graph to determine the a)
 

Passages’ readability level Csee Table 7]. Aulls (1976) 

recommended a fifth word deletion Cloze test for measuring 

comprehension. Therefore each passage was between 250 and 

200 words in length. Fifty words were deleted from each 

Passage used in the comprehension tests. 

Table 3 

Readability of FPassages 

as Measured by the Fry Readability Graph 
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Syllables per 100 words Sentences per 106 words 

7 _ pretest «125 5.5 OO 

session 2 13 7.0 

session 3 145 6.3 

sessian 4 125 19.35 
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The reading rate test was reprinted with the authors’ 

permission from The Nelson Denny Reading tests, in each of 

the eight formats mentioned above. The same typographic 

Variables tested in the comprehension test were tested with 

the Nelson-Denny test [see Table 2]. 

One of the decisions at the outset of the experiment 

was to collect data from 20 subjects per cell to obtain as 

high a statistical precision as possible. A decision was 

made that if attrition or mortality of the subjects should 

Occur, a minimum of 20 subjects per cell would have been 

acceptable. The task of collecting the data was 

accomplished with the assistance of four graduate students. 

Either the graduate students or the investigator served as 

a moderator for the testing sessions. Graduate students 

were briefed about the investigation and appropriate 

procedures before the administration of the tests. Prior 

to any actual testing session the graduate student 

moderators were administered a “dry run" of the actual 

tasts. 

Permission for conducting the experiment was obtained 

from the participating instructors as well as the 

department chairman. Prior to the first session 

participating classes were informed of the general purpose 

of the experiment and subjects were asked to participate. 

On the first day of testing students were given a detailed 

& hh



set of instructions. The instructions included a 

demonstration of the reading rate test and a sampie 

comprehension test. A question and answer period followed. 

Data collection was Originally to be accomplished 

during four separate testing Sessions, one session to be 

performed per class Session, therefore taking only a 

minimal amount of time from the participating classes. 

The purpose of the first testing session was to 

collect pretest data from all subjects for analyzing 

comprehension as well as data which were used in the 

analysis of the speed of reading for each of the groups. 

Prior to the presentation of test packets, students were 

Given an explanation of the two tests. Students then 

received a sealed packet containing the reading rate test 

and the pretest material. The Nelson Denny reading rate 

test was administered first because the test could be 

administered in one minute. At the end of one minute 

students were asked to stop reading and to circle the last 

word they read. Students were instructed not to proceed 

any further until told to do sa. The remaining time was 

spent collecting pretest data by using the Cloze Procedure. 

Students were given a sample comprehension test as part of 

the instructions to assure that they understood how to take 

the comprehension test. After answering any questions, the 

first comprehension Pretest session was begun. Each test



Packet contained the same comprehension pretest, and 

Students were not aware that the first session was any 

different from any of the following Sessions, although the 

subsequent tests would be typographically different. 

Following Aulls’ (1978) recommendations on administration 

of the Cloze test, the comprehension pretest was not timed. 

Average completion time for the Cloze test was about 20 

minutes. Session one was concluded upon the completion af 
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The last three testing sessions involved collecting 

posttest data relating to reading comprehension. Specific 

instructions were included as the first page of the test 

instrument, and the class rosters were used to assure that 
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subject. The procedures for each of the sessions were 

identical and were similar to the procedures used in 

administering the comprehension pretest. 
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=7 (€11.25%] of the 249 Subjects had completed enough test 

material which could be used for data analysis. The 

"usable" data was from subjects who had completed a pretest 

and at least two posttests. The low number of completed 

instruments was attributed to bad weather conditions which 

Caused interruption of classes that Week. Therefore the 

initial data collection Period was extended. The same 

Procedure was performed for the extended period of data 

64



collection. 

Five weeks were required to obtain enough scores in 

Bach of the eight cells to meet the minimum number of 

_ Subject requirements C—n=20]. At the end of this second 

Phase of the data collection, only 160 [46.4%] of the 240 

subjects had been tested. Unsuccessful follow-up attempts 

by graduate students had influenced the decision to further 

extend the data collection period. Therefore a decision 

was made to extend the data collection period as long as 

the Participating instructors would allow, in hopes of 

increasing the number of subjects in each of the cells and 

increasing the precision of the analysis. The third phase 

of the data collection was extended for five additional 

weeks and ended one week Prior to the conclusion of regular 

Classes, at which time two of the instructors had indicated 

that class time was necessary for the completion of course 

requirements. 

Grading and scoring of the test material was conducted 

manually by the investigator and one assistant. Tha 

investigator was present at all scoring sessions so that 

any judgemental decisions, such as interpreting 

handwriting, could be made by one person and consrstancy of 

scoring could be maintained. Any test returned by a 

subject without responses, that is, where there was no 

evidence of having attempted the test, was omitted and was



recorded as incomplete data. 

The same procedure used by Nelson-Denny was used to 

collect the raw scores for the reading rate. The word 

Circled by each student was located by the recorder, and 

Wes converted to a numerical “line score" (Csee Appendix 

Al. Since the typographic variables Caused this line score 

to differ from the Original Nel son-Denny scoring sheet, a 

"master" Scoring sheet was made up with the appropriate 

line endings marked so that the same scoring technique 

could be employed Csee Appendix Al. Qnce the line scores 

were recorded, they were used to determine the mean scores 

for each group. The mean scores for each group were used 

in the statistical analysis. 

For reading comprehension, students were scored 

according to the number of correct words they inserted in 

the blanks. In addition to marking the actual “wrong word" 

as incorrect, misspelled words, gramatically incorrect 

words, unanswered blanks, and blanks which had more than 

one word in the blank were also counted aS incorrect. 

Since there were fifty blanks in each test, the raw score 

W3S doubled to obtain a score basad on 100% for simplicity 

Of interpretation. The mean scores Of the three posttests 

Were used with the covariate pretest means of each group in 

the statistical analysis. 

Although the extended data collection period increased 

the number of subjects per cell, there was still some 
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incomplete data in each of the cells for both reading rates 

and reading comprehension scores. The resulting 10 weak 

data collection Period yielded a 9&% completion on the 

reading rates. 

On the reading comprehension tests, subjects were 

omitted from the data analysis if they had not completed 

either the pretest and at least two of the posttests. The 

~data collection period yielded a total of 208 usable 

instruments £€86%1 ¢ram the 240 subjects. Table 4 reflects 

the numbers of subjects per cell used for the analysis. 

Table 4 

a a a A A ee 
— eee 

  

Treatments 

Ai B C D Ee F GS H 
Tests 

Reading 

Rate 30 aO 29 a0 ZG =9 29 =6 

Comprehension 30 Zo 29 =6 23 24 26 ao 
a a a a te a ey a A ae 

A TTR Me i Te eS se SN ee ee co am wee Oe ee eee ee == 

After the completion of data cOllection, the data were 

input into the mainframe computer at Appalachian State 

University and were verified for accuracy. Corrections for 

typographical errors were made Prior to the statistical 

analysis. The Statistical Package of the Social Sciences 

[SPSS] was used for the analysis. 

A factorial analysis of covariance was used to measure 
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comprehension across all levels [See Table 5]. The pretest 

mean CX] for each group were used with the posttest means 

C¥13; Y23 YF] to obtain the covariate data used in the 

statistical analysis of covariance. 

Table 5 

Factorial Design Illustrating 
Typographic Variables Which Were Explored 
(Six Treatments With Two Control Groups] 

a ae a a a oe Ae Sh i ee ee 

ryperere Rt 
Sdmp Group A Group 6B 

bom croup croup D 
Pcdmp “Broun E ; Group F 

st cron Group H 
  

The analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) allowed for a 

comparison of group means on the dependent variable, 

comprehension, after the group means had been adjusted for 

differences between the groups on the covariate pretest. 

ANCOVA allowed for stronger statistical precision 

(Lindquist, 1940) in the conclusions drawn from the 

experiment. This analysis should have adjusted for any 

group differences so that any significant differences in 

adjusted mean scores of the treatment groups could have 
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been attributed to the treatments. The Posttest means CY¥15 

Y¥23; YS] were adjusted on the basis of the covariate 

[pretest] means and these adjusted means of each group were 

examined for possible differences. 

As with ANOVA, there were assumptions which should not 

be violated (Huck, et. al, 1978). Since there was an 

unequal number of subjects in the groups, a test of the 

homogeneity of variance was employed. 

Application and interpretation of the two way ANCOVA 

Was similar to the two way ANOVA, except that the analysis 

Was made on the adjusted means. F-Ratios pertained to 

adjusted means and there was one less degree of freedom 

because of the inclusion of cCOvariate data (Huck, et. al, 

1978). The Two Way ANCOVA allowed for a comparison of the 

Overall adjusted means, the main effects, for the levels 

making up each of the independent variables. Additionally, 

interactions were analyzed to look at every possible 

combination of typeface by type formatting. The F-values of 

the adjusted means were checked for any statistical 

Significance at the .05 level. 

The factorial design shown in Table 5 was also used 

for the reading speed test. Reading speed was analyzed by 

performing a two Way analysis of variance CANOVAI] on the 

scores of the reading rate test. Statistical significance 

of the f-test at .05 level of Significance determined if 

there was any significant difference between the overall 
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row and column means, the main effects, as well as an 

interaction of the means of each of the cells. 

The research methodology employed in this study 

differed from the original research pian in two respects. 

First, the originally planned data collection period of 

approximately two weeks was somewhat unrealistic. 

Inclement weather and the realities of data collection 

resulted in a longer time frame required ta collect encugn 

usable data. The extended data collection period did, 

however, provide a greater number of subjects for this 

study. 

Secondly, the original plan assumed that equal cell 

Sizes would be obtained for the statistical analysis. 

Again the human factor intervened and some data was omitted 

from the study because of erroneous responses. Neither of 

these differences should have affected the outcome of the 

study, since every effort was made to insure that the 

identical procedures and methodologies were employed during 

the extended data collection period and adequate 

statistical procedures were employed to compensate for the 

unequal cell sizes. 
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CHAPTER IV 

The purpose of this data analysis was to: 

1. Determine if the groups tested were homogeneous. 

ae Identify any significant differences in the mean 

reading rate scores when tested on two levels of type 

formatting and four levels of typeface design. 

Se Identify any significant differences in the mean 

reading comprehension scores when tested on two levels of 

type formatting and four levels Of typeface design. 

4. Determine whether or not there WaS & Significant 

interaction of type formatting and typeface on reading 

rate. 

“3. Determine whether or not there was a significant 

interaction of type formatting and typeface on reading 

comprehension. 

Analysis Strategy 

The data collection produced a total of ?31 usable 

instruments that could ba analyzed for reading rates and 

208 instruments that could be used to analyze reading 

comprehension. A non-orthogoanal approach was used to 

conduct the data analysis because of the resulting unequal 

cell sizes. 

broup Homogeneity 

Since cell sizes were unequal, the basic homogeneity 
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Of groups could not be assumed (Hinkle, et al., 196813 Huck 

et. al., 1974; Kkerlinger, 1972). Pretest scores of 

Students who took the reading rate test and the reading 

Comprehension scores were used to assess homogeneity of 

Variance. Although there were a number of popular tests 

for homogeneity of groups, Hartley’s F-Max test of 

homogeneity of variance was performed because of the test‘s 

Simplicity. The results of the F-Max test indicated the 

Groups were not Significantly different. 

Table & 

Results of F-Max Test 
for Homogeneity of Variance TT a 

Reading Rate Reading Comprehension 

n Variance n Variance 

Treatment 
A 20 B80.13355 =O 60.135352350 B 30 3.482069 2 47.826670 C =9 79. 732399 29 79. FBSE9I9 D 20 99.05747 < 100. 258500 E 25 do. 65535 ao 37.407110 F 2 124.8748 24 117.026200 G < 71.30542 2h 72.966150 H 2 81.92065 25 B4. 56060006 

F Max = 2.243751 2. 4447092 Fev £8,201] Cfrom Hartley F Max Table] p< .0O5 = 3.12 Oa a 

F values were calculated for each of the groups tested 

for reading rates and reading comprehension. The largest 

variance was divided by the smallest variance to determine 

F ECsee Table 6]. The largest sample size Cn=20] as 

recommended by Hartley was used to obtain the degrees of



  

freedom (€8,20] used in the analysis. The results in Table 

& have substantiated that the F value for both reading 

rates (2.2431 and reading comprehension (2.244] did not 

exceed the critical value £3.12] at the .O5 significance 

level when tested against Hartley’s F-max table. 

Therefore, the hypotheses stating there were no 

Significant differences in the Varlances of the subgrouns 

who took either the reading rate tests or the reading 

Comprehension tests were not rejected. 

Testing the null hypotheses involved a more complex 

approach than anticipated because of the unequal cell 

Sizes. Three options, the Classical, hierarchical, and 

regression approaches, which were designed to compensates 

for unequal and/or disproportionate cell frequencies were 

used in the analysis. Each of the approaches yielded 

little difference in the computational results. Therefore, 

the default option, the classical experimental approach, 

was used in the analysis. According to SFSS (1975), the 

Classical experimental approach has generally partitioned 

the total sum of squares into three types and all three 

components have been made orthogonal to one another by 

having a certain hierarchy imposed: 

* Sum Of squares due to additive effects of & 

it S5a,b 

and & 

SS5ab = sum of Squares due to the interaction effect =
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55a,b,ab —- SSa,b 

SSerror = sum of squares due to error = SSy - 

SSa,b,ab. 

With the classical experimental approach, the main 

effects for A were assessed with B held constant, and thea 

main effects for B were assessed with A held constant. 

Interaction was assessed with the main effects held 

constant. 

Strategies for significance testing were followed as 

recommended by SPSS: 

1. Testing for significance of interaction. 

2. Testing the significance of the additive model if 

the interaction proved insignificant. 

3. Testing the significance of each main effect. 

The results have been summarized in Tables 7 Creading 

rates] and 8 Creading comprehension]. 

Typographic variations of the Nelson-Denny Feading 

Rate Test were administered to eight groups to determine 

differences in reading rates. A two Way analysis of 

variance was used to analyze the reading rate data. The 

results of the two way analysis of variance indicated there 

waS nO significant interaction of typeface and typeface 

format on reading rate (F = 1.400, df = 3,223). There was 

also no significant effect attributed to typeface or type 

format due to the non-significant differences between the 
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typeface groups (F = 2325, df = 3,223)3 or type formatting 

groups (F = .489, df = 1,223). An ANOVA summary table for 

reading rates is found in Table 7. 

Table 7 

Analysis of Variance: Reading Rates 
a a 

tH ee 

Source SS df MS F 

Typeface [A] 7950.395 es 24650, 121 eo 
Formatting CHB] 2420,847 1 2420. 847 459 A x B 20801.820 3 692-3. 928 1.400 Error 1104131.00G6 225 49351.258 

Tota 112352745.000 230 4926, 281 
a me ee 

eo cree ee ee ee cee ee ee ee ee ee ee eee ee oe 

The mean post-test comprehension scores were used with 

the covariate pre-test scores in the analysis of 

Covariance. The covariate was used in the design to adjust 

post-test means for differences in pre-test performance of 

the groups. 

Table 8 

Analysis of Covariance: Reading Comprehension 
a a ee A ee 

  

Source Adjusted df Adjusted MS F 

Typeface [A] = 87.177 1.078 
Formatting CB] 1 8.414 107 
& x B 3 98.833 eee 
Error 199 80.877 

Total 207 105.002 
Se me ea a a sy A ee ee ee 

The analysis of covariance indicated there were no



Significant interactions among the groups (F = 1.2233, df= 

3,199). There was also no Significant effect attributed to 

typeface or type format due to the non-significant 

differences between the typeface groups (F = 1.0678, df = 

3,199)5 or type formatting groups (F = .107 df = 1,199). 

Hypothesis 1 stated that there would be no significant 

difference between the mean scores of the reading rate 

tests when tested on two levels, justified and ragged 

right, of type formatting. 

After analyzing the Nelson-Denny reading rate data 

collected from each of the formatting groups, using two-way 

analysis of variance procedures, it was found that there 

was nO significant difference, at the .o5 level, between 

the mean reading rate scores of the groups tested on 

Justified and ragged right type formats. The mean reading 

rate score of subjects who were tested on ragged right 

format was 239.64 while the mean score of those who read 

justified type was 237.11. 

Slight, though insignificant differences were found in 

the reading rates of the formatting groups. However, using 

the .0O5 level of significance, the null hypothesis 1 could 

not be rejected. 

Hypothesis 2 

Hypothesis 2 stated that there would be no Significant 
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differance between the mean scores of the reading rate 

tests when tested on four variations CLlevels] of typefaces 

Csingle density dot matrix print; dual density dot matrix 

print; photo-copied single density dot matrix prints; and 

typewriter print. 

The analysis of the Nelson-Denny reading rate data 

collected from each of the typeface groups, using the 

two-way analysis of variance Procedures, found that there 

was nO significant difference, at the .05 level, between 

the single density, dual density, and photo-copied dot 

matrix print and typewriter type. 

Table 9 dapicts the mean Nelson-Denny scores of all 

groups who read each specific typeface. 

Table 9 

Mean Nelson-Denny Typeface Scores 
  

SD M 
Sdmp Doe 27 251.20 

Ddmp 81.604 245.5 
Pcdmp 67.98 221.35 
Sst 76.57 237.04 
  re ce es cm aterm wee ces meme aries eure See ene weet mines ce Sore See Smee teh Se ny et eee tet me ee es eee ee mie Se Sinem mee ens mine ine 

The slightly different scores show that groups reading 

dual density type scored higher than the other typeface 

groups, but the difference was not statistically 

significant. 

rr 
Hypothesis 2 stated that there would be no significant 

interaction of typeface and typeformatting. The analysis 
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Of variance procedures indicated there was no significant 

interaction at the .05 level. 

Table 19 presents the mean Nelson-—Denny reading rates 

Of the eight groups. The group of students who read ragged 

right, dual density dot matrix Print scored highest on the 

Nelson Denny Test, but not enough to be significantly 

different from the other groups. 

Table 10 

Mean Reading Rate Scores 
a 

Ragged Right Justified Type 

SD M SD M 
Sdmp a FA 229.73 46.2% aoe. 7 
Ddmp 99.0 265.03 33.89 2246.70 
Fedmp 57.98 22. Fh 846.50 236.14 Sst 63.59 226.76 68.41 27.2 

a a ee 

Hypothesis 4 stated that there would be no significant 

difference between mean reading comprehension scores of two 

levels of type formatting when adjusted for the covariate 

scores. 

The analysis of Cloze test reading comprehensian data 

concluded that there was no Significant difference, at the 

-95 level, in the mean reading comprehension scores, when 

adjusted for the covariate, of students tested on justified 

and ragged right type formats. The mean Cloze test scores 

of subjects tested with ragged right format was 54.25 while 

the mean scores of those tested with justified type was 
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do. 3B. 

Slight, though nonsignificant differences wera found 

in the reading rates of students who read justified and 

unjustified type. Therefore the null hypothesis 4 was not 

rejected. 

Hypothesis 5 stated that there would be no Significant 

difference between the mean comprehension scores of four 

levels of typeface variations when the scores were adjusted 

for the covariate scores. 

The analysis of Cloze test reading comprehension cata 

Concluded that there was no Significant differance, at the 

-O5 level, in the covariate scores of subjects who were 

tested on single density, dual density and Photea-copied dot 

matrix print and typewriter type. 

Table 11 reflects the mean Cloze test scores of all 

groups who were tested on a specific typeface. 

Interestingly, the groups who scored lowest on 

comprehension were those who read solid stroke type. 

Table-11 

Cloze Test Means of Typeface Groups 
ee a a a eh ey ee nt en ee 

SD M 
Sdmp 11.95 aa.19 
Ddmp 97.00 w7.i2 
FPcdmp 10.460 v7.11 
Sst 11.20 Daa FH 
SS a am me ae a a ee ns i A ee ee ee ee 

eS From the preceeding findings, the null hypothesis 5 
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could not be rejected. 

Hypothesis 6 stated that there would be no Significant 

interaction of typeface and typeformatting on the adjusted 

postest means. The analysis of covariance procedures 

indicated there was no significant interaction at the .05 

level. 

Table 12 depicts the individual cell means of the 

Cloze tests. The group who scored highest on the Cloze 

reading comprehension test was those who read ragged rignmit, 

dual density dot matrix print, but not enough to be 

statistically significant from the other groups. 

Table 12 

Individual Groups Means of Cloze Tests 

Ragged Right Justified Type 

SD M SD M 
Sdmp 6.36 De ee 6.735 37.217 
Ddmp = 39.0& 13.0 94.95 
Fcdmp 6.49 28.00 9.71 34.25 
Sst 12,0 34.49 274.18 Do. 20 

ee eS a eT eS eS A Se ae ON Se SY ES SN a eS re SN LON me ee eS NS Ses i et ee sr a eee et ee cee ge Ser ie ee ey eee were eee es ere ee 

From the preceeding findings, the null hypothesis & was 

not rejected. 
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CHAPTER V 

ee ee Se See ee come cman eee ep moe come ce me ae I SN YS ee ee ee ee ee 

The methods used to create instructional aids have 

undergone many changes because of computerized word 

Processing. Two design characteristics which have 

attracted renewed attention are the dot-matrix typestyies 

and formatting variables associated with word processing. 

The combination of these variables has raised questions as 

to whether the most cammon word processing typestyles and 

formatting options affect the reading rates and reading 

comprehension of certain groups of students. The problems 

may be compounded when the Computer output was pPhota-capied 

for use in classes. 

Researchers have concluded that reading rate and 

reading comprehension can be affected by a combination of 

reader and typographic variables. Readers’ ages, 

abilities, attitudes and backqrounds can affect reading 

while a number of typograhical variables, including spatial 

and type factors, influence readability and legibility. 

The literature review indicates that a void exists 

between the legibility research on the traditional solid 

stroke type and computer generated type. Aithnough a 

substantial amount of research has been done in both solid 
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stroke and computer screen imagery, little has been done oan 

dot-matrix print. 

The purpose of this study was to examine the effects 

of two major typographical variables Of computer type, type 

formatting and typeface, on reading rates and reading 

comprehension of college students. Three computer 

typefaces, [single Gensity, dual density, phot —-copied 

dot-matrix print] as well as typewriter type were comparad. 

Two Formatting variables, justified and ragged right type, 

were tested. 

This study focused on administering reading rate and 

reading comprehension tests to eight groups of colleqe 

students to determine which groups scored higner. These 

groups consisted of students who read: 

1. singie density, ragged right dot-matrix print. 

=» dual density, ragged right dot-matrix Print. 

(a4. photo-copied, ragged right dot-matrix print. 

4. solid stroke, raqaqed right type. 

3. single density, justified dot-matrix print. 

4. dual density, justified dot-matrix print. 

7. Photo-copied, justified dot-matrix print. 

8. solid stroke, justified type. 

Thirty subjects were randomiy assigned to each of the 

treatment groups. Nelson Denny reading rate tests and



Cloze reading comprehension tests were administered to the 

subjects in an eleven week period. Each group received the 

same treatment throughout the testing session. 

Reading rate data were collected from one test. A two 

way analysis of variance was used to test for any 

Significant interactions among groups and any differences 

between typeface groups or type formatting groups. 

Four tests, a pretest and three post-tests, were used 

fo measure reading comprehension. The postest means of 

each group were adjusted against the pretest means, or the 

covariate. The adjusted means were used to perform an 

analysis of covariance to determine any significant 

interactions and any differences between typeface groups 

and type formatting groups. The .O5 significance level of 

the F test was used in each analysis. 

Findings 

No significant interactions were found among the mean 

reading rate or the mean reading comprehension scores. 

Additionally, no significant differences were found between 

typeface or type formatting groups of the subjects measured 

on either reading comprehension or reading rate. 

The conclusion of this study is that typeface and type 

format did not influence reading rates or reading 

comprehension of the subjects studied. 

, Discussion



The literature review identifies that one of the 

weakensses of typegraphic research has been that Variables, 

methodologies, and even Statistical procedures have been 

largely inconsistent, and have yielded varying results and 

limited generalizations. The review of literature indicated 

that the two large categories of typographic research, 

behavorially-related and ergonomically-related, have 

.¥Ylelded different results Primarily because of the methods 

in which the variables were treated. Hehavicrially-related 

research, such as that of Wendt (1979), Shibelski (1981), 

and Lewis and Sykes (1984) incorporated reader variables 

into the studies, and for the most part, have simulated 

realistic reading Situations. Ergonomic related research, 

such as that of Snydor and Maddox (1978), and Riley and 

Barbato (1978) focused on individual letter character 

recognition. 

Since one af the objectives was to determine the 

effects of typographic variables on classroom instructional 

materials, this study focused on collecting data ina 

realistic Ci.e@. classroom] environment. In the absence of 

concrete models for performing typograpical research, the 

design of this study was based on a synthesis of and 

recomendations from the literature review. 

Past studies of Tinker (1967) and others provide 

evidence that either spatial or typographic variables can 

affect legibility or readability. Of all of the spatial 
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factors, justified and ragged right type seemed most 

Pertinent to word processing. The four typestyles were 

selected and tested because they were most common to the 

computer and/or classroom environment. 

None of the methodologies seemed appropriate for 

measuring the dependent variables of this study, especially 

reading comprehension. Of all the methods used for testing 

typographical variables against reading compehension, 

Ctimed, nonsense sentences, question and answer tests, oral 

scanning/retrievall, the Cloze Procedure seemed most 

appropriate and perhaps the least intimidating of the 

methods used. Comprehension is best measured in an untimed 

atmosphere, and the informal administration of the Cloze 

procedure was determined by Hartley (1975) to be the most 

effective for typographical research. The informal 

administration of the Cloze test in this study perhaps 

reduced anxiety among subjects and/or other common flaws of 

experimental testing. 

Failure to simulate an actual Classroom situation 

could yield inaccurate generalizations. Foster and Bruce 

(1982) cautioned that, in the interpretation of research 

outcomes, one should distinguish between the experiments 

which involved subjects reading text and those in which the 

subjects were involved in identifying single 

characteristics or individual words, such as visibility 

Studies.
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Ergonomic related research would perhaps have yielded 

somewhat different results. From the behaviorial 

Perspective, ergonomic research has several shortcomings. 

Many of the Visibility studies have examined oniy single 

character, half-font Ceither uppercase or lowercase 

letters] presentations, and utilized the tachistoscope or 

timed exposures. 

The results of such studies would yvieid different 

results for several reasons. Significant differences in 

type fonts or individual Characters were found by Snydar 

and Maddox (1978), Shurtleff and Qwen (19456), and Riley and 

Barbata (1981). A disadvantage of the tachistoscope is 

that the testing process does not measure the interaction 

of reader and text variables. Specitically, it does not 

allow for measuring the Psychological [perception of 

learning or kind of material] nor the physiological factors 

Ceye movement, eye fixation, and letter and word 

recognition] that Massaeroa, et. al. (1981) identified as 

essential for measuring reading. Therefore, these studies 

do not offer the contextual advantage or disadvantage of 

normal reading material, and fail to measure the 

readability of textual and environmental interactions. 

Thus, the use of the tachistoscope has limited 

generalization to actual reading situations, or comparison 

to other types of studies. 

An intermediate research methodology utilizing 
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artificial reading situations is not Purely experimental 

but provides for more control than a classroom environment. 

Artificial reading situations are thase experiments in 

which the investigator does not rely on normal reading 

Conditions, such as Passages, for data collection. Two 

such tests are the Nel son-Denny comprehension test and the 

PONSEnSe passages used by Hartley (1975). 

Cutcomes using either of these methods might have 

yielded different results. Although comprehension, erior 

knowledege, and Passage ditficulty would have been 

controlled, the timed test characteristic of the 

Nelson-Denny test may have affected the outcome aft the 

study. | 

' The Hartley procedure would not have controlied for 

the variables test anxiety, attitude, and frustration. The 

nonsense sentences used in Hartley’s experiment were 

intended to control for comprehension and the students’ 

Prior knowledge. Although Passage difficulty was not an 

intervening factor, student attitude toward the sentences 

may have affected the outcome of the study. Additionally, 

data concerning the validity and reliability of the test 

Procedures were not available. The literature suggests 

there are a varitey of extraneous variables that are 

difficult to control in the research design. 

Although the research procedures in this study were 

carefully designed to eliminate the effect of the 
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extraneous Variables, there were several factors which may 

have influenced thea outcome. Most importantly, students 

generally seemed more motivated and receptive in the 

beginning of the experiment than in the end. The 

researcher observed a general decline of student interest 

as the study proceeded. The observed change in attitude 

may have been caused by the length of the data coliection 

Period or by the repeated use of the Cloze tests in the 

data collection. 

There was no way to determine if the extended data 

collection period had any affect on student attitudes and 

therefore the outcome of the study. The study did not 

control for the effect that each SUCCeSSive passace may 

have had on the outcome, or whether one passage 

Significantly affected the Outcome of the study. With the 

Cloze tests, the students had the option to read and reread 

the material until they were comfortable with the response, 

Or until reader frustration set in. 

The review of literature did not identify a test that 

controls for reader attitude and related problems. The 

Primary difference between the Cloze test and other 

Passage-related tests was that the reading of Cloze test 

passages more closely simulated a typical classroom 

situation. 

The results of this study suqgest that university 

level educators may freely use any of the common computer 
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typestyles or type formats without affecting reading rates 

or comprehension. The means of both the reading rate and 

reading comprehension tests were higher when the students 

read dual density, ragged right computer Print. While 

these differences were not Significant, the sample data did 

show a trend which may indicate a preference for reading 

computer print which most closely resembles traditional 

S9lid stroke type and formatting. 

Recommendations for additional research could bea 

justified on the basis of the scarcity Of research in 

computer generated print. Reader variables such as age and 

ability level may affect the research outcomes, perhaps 

Justifying research using other populations. AS a resuit 

of this study the researcher recommends: 

1. Extended research on the effects of computer 

generated type on elementary and secondary school students. 

The literature review suggested that the outcome of reading 

tests can depend on the subject's age, reading ability, and 

attitude. Since each of these variables are characteristic 

Of certain public school populations, it would seem 

probable that different results may be obtained from other 

groups. 

=. The development of a model reading rate and 

reading comprehension test for typographical research. The 

literature review has suggested that research methodoiagies 
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have been largely inconsistent and have limited 

generalizations to other populations. A valid and reliabia 

model would provide for cansistency in research procedures 

and findings and therefore allow for more generalization. 

3. The development of a model attitudinal scale for fen
d 

typographical research. A valid attitudinal scale for 

typographical research is virtually non-existent at this 

time. A valid and reliable model wouid provide more 

insight into the effect that attitude has on tyvpographica: 

variables, since attitude can Significantly affect the 

outcome of a study. 

4. The development of a more Co-operative research 

effort between industry and education in ergenomic and 

human factor related research. Requests for pertinent 

literature and/or support of the research from computer 

Printer manufacturers yielded little usable information. 

The scant amount of information received from industry as 

well as the literature review indicate a need for bridging 

the research gap between ergonomic and behavior science 

research. 

3. The use of the tachistoscope approach to test 

character legibility. Since the tachistoscope forces a 

brief timed exposure to visual objects for determining the 

conditions under which they are perceived, the methods 

employed would likely yield somewhat different results. 

Using this approach would Maximize control for reader
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2 individual Character and/or word 
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APPENDIX A 

SESSION ONE TEST SPECIMEN 

DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO sO 

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 
Thank you for Participating in this experiment. You 

will be involved in four test S$es5510ns and today will be the 
first session. In this session you will be involved in two 
separate tests: a test on reading rate and a test on 
reading comprehension. Please read the following 
instructions as the moderator reads aloud. 

A. This isa reading rate test. When you begin the test 
remember that there are three Pages to this test and you are 
to continue from Page to page until the monitor or 
instructor signals you to stop. 
B. When the monitor Gives the signal toa stop reading, mark 
(by underlining) immediately the last word you read. 
C. You may put your pencil down and wait for further 
instructions from the monitor. 
D. Thank you for your participation. 
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  About three centuries after Homer's time, Greek poets 

began to discover new kinds of verse, and the way in which 

poems were made. No one has ever done so much for the 

poetry we write and read to-day as the singers who sang in 

the islands of the AEgean Sea and in the cities on the 

mainland of Greece, like Thebes and Athens, during a few 

hundred years of supreme poetic activity. 

Who were these poets? 

Many names have come down to us, and very little 

poetry. Of some of the singers the Greeks thought greatest, 

only a few complete poems remain, and some fragments, 

usually quoted in the essays or romances or histories of 

other writers. For poetry had to be written down by hand or 

cut on stone, and war and fire, frost and earthquakes have 

destroyed most of the marble tablets and manuscript books 

that were made. Those remaining are like the fragments of a 

beautiful broken vase. Much is dust, much is marred or 

lost. The pieces will never be put together. We can only 

guess what the whole was like, we shall never tnow.
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But from what the Greeks wrote of their poets in 

manuscripts that have survived, and from such poetry as we 

have, we can get some idea of certain great singers. 

The first is hesoid, a poet living not long after 

Homer, oar perhaps in Homer‘s own time, among shepherds of 

Boeotia. It is possible that at the time Hesoid wrote, 

certain changes that were to take place in the Greek world 

-had already begun. We know that it was not long after 

Homer ’s day that the cities and islands began to shake off 

the rule of the kings. They made Oligarchies, or 

governments—of—the-few, and democracies, or 

governments-—by—-the—-peopile. They began to pay less attention 

to war and more to commerce, art, games, oratary, singing, 

dancing, and talking. 

At any rate, Hesoid wrote much poetry suited to this 

quieter, friendlier life. He made a kind of encyclopedia of 

the gods, their ancestry, birth, adventures and habits; and 

for hundreds of years, the Greeks conulted and quoted his 

Theegeny. He wrote also and Works_and_ Days, a long poem 

about the times to Plough and sow and the way to choose a 

wife and educate children and go about farming and trading. 

Such poems drew later poets more easily into poetry about 

their new life. They did not forget their heroes—-—Odysseus 

and Agamemnon and Theseus and Jason, but began to sing also 

of politics, trade, athletic contests, love. 

As they turned to new subjects, they made a 
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tremendously important change in poetry. One of their 

poets, Archilochus, began to make poems ina metre different 

from Homer’s. He used word groups of two instead of three 

syllables--iambics they were called. He also used fever 

feet in each line, often writing in trimeter and tetrameter 

(three and four measure) instead of hexameter. He began 

also to write poems ridiculing the faults of men and women 

‘—~ the beginning of what we call satiric poetry. He and 

other poets discovered that, not only was it possible to 

make one or two kinds of poetry different from the Epic 

verse, but that every thought or feeling could be sung ina 

Poetry suited in metre to its own character. Epic poetry 

had been poetry of the race. The new poetry was personal. 

One of their earliest of the new poets was Sappho. The 

Greeks used to say that Homer was the greatest of men who 

made poetry, and Sappho was the greatest of women. 

She lived in the island of Lesbos in the Seventh and 

Sixth centuries before Christ, and had there a school in 

which she trained young women to dance and write and chant 

poetry. 
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About three centuries after Homer's time, Greek poets began 
5 

to discover new kinds of verse, and the way in which poems weve 

‘made. No one has ever done so much for the poetry we write & d 

read to-day as the singers who Sang in the islands of the AEgean 

Sea and in the cities on the mainland of Greece, like Thebes and 

Athens, during a few hundred years of Supreme poetic activfty. 

74 Who were these poets? 

Many names have come down to us, and very little poetry. 

Of some of the singers the Greeks thought greatest, only a 

few complete poems remain, and some fregments, usually quoted 

in the esis ar romances or histories of other writers. For 

poetry had 1? be written down by hand or cut on stone, and war 

and fire, Frnt and earthquakes have destroyed most of the 

marble tablets an@ manuscript books that were made. Those 

remaining are like tre fragments of a beautiful broken vase. 

Much is dust, much is nab or lost. The pieces will never 

be put together. We can only guds's what the whole was like, 

we shall never knee. 

But from what the Greeks wrote of their poets in manu- 

scripts that have survived, and from such poetry as we have, 

we can fee some idea of certain great singers. 

The first is Hesiod, a poet living not long after Homer, 

or petiers in Homer's own time, among Shepherds of Boeotia. 

It is possible that at the time Hesiod wrote, certain changes 

250 
that were eo take place in the Greek world had already begun. 
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262 . 
We know that it was not long after Homer's day that the cities 

275 
and islands began to shake off the rule of the kings. They made 

. 287 
Oligarchies, or governments-of-the-few, and democracies, or 

298 
governments~by-the-people. They began to pay less attention to 

309 
war and more to commerce, art, games, oratory, singing, dancing, 

318 
and talking. 

. . 327 At any rate, Hesiod wrote much poetry suited to this quieter, 

friendlier life. He made a kind of encyclopedia of the gods, 
338 

their ancestry, birth, adventures and habits; and for hundreds 

349 . 
of years, the Greeks consulted and quoted his Theogony. He 

wrote also and Works and Days, a long poem about the times to 

plough and sow! and the way to choose a wife and educate children 

and go about farming and trading. Such poems drew later poets 

more easily inte poetry about their new life. They did not 

forget their heroes -- Odysseus and Agamemnon and Theseus and 

41 
Jason, but began to sing also of politics, trade, athletic con- 

426 
tests, love. 

As they turned to new subjects, they made a tremendously 

- 436 
_important change in poetry. One of their poets, Archilochus, 

446 . 
began to make poems in a metre different from Homer's. He used 

456 
word groups of two instead of three syllables -- iambics they 

468 
were called. He also used fewer feet in each line, often writing 

480 . 
in trimeter and tetrameter (three and four measure) instead of 

491 
hexameter. He began also to write poems ridiculing the faults 

501 
of men and women -- the beginning of what we call satiric 

913 
poetry. He and other poets discovered that, not only was it 

524 
possible to make one or two kinds of poetry different from the 

537 
Epic verse, but that every thought or feeling could be sung 
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550 in a poetry suited in metre to its own character. Epic poetry 
_ 563 had been poetry of the race. The new poetry was personal. 

578 One of the earliest of the new poets was Sappho. The 

Greeks used to say that Homer was the greatest of men who made 
291 600 poetry, and Sappho was the greatest of women. 

She lived in the island of Lesbos in the Seventh and 

shor, centuries before Christ, and had there a school in which 

she trefiled young women to dance and write and chant poerey.
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DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL yoy ARE TOLD TO bo so 

The second part of the testing session today will be a comprehension test. When you are told to do SO, you will begin reading a Passage which has some words deleted. The first and last sentence of the Passage are complete sentences. AS you read the Passage, fill in the blanks with the word which you think is the correct word. The following is an example of the Procedure. Read the Passage and fill in the blanks with the word you think is correct. 

EXAMPLE: 
My mother said it is impossible to teach an old dog new tricks. However, 20 should see the dog ae have. She is ten mae eC Md, sand has just 20 to to do several 

including rolling over, fetching Newspaper , and playing dead. 20 all these new tricks, wee might be able to —-—— ee :«C<*K SiN Some kind ooo contest; that is, if will allow old dogs oo such competition. I believe I could have a good argument with my mother that oid dogs Can learn new tricks if the trainer has erough patience. 

Now look at the complete passage below. Were you very accurate with your answers? The number of correct answers [those that match the Passage] will be used to measure reading comprehension. 

COMPLETE FASSAGE 

My mother said it is impossible to teach an old dog new tricks, However, you should see the dog I have. She is ten years Old, and has just learned to to do several tricks including rolling over, fetching the newspaper, and playing dead. With all these new tricks, I might be able to enter her in some kind of contest; that is, if they will allow old dogs in such competition. I believe I could have a good argument with my mother that old dogs can learn new tricks if the trainer has enough patience. 
When the moderator Gives the signal, you may begin this Portion of the test. The actual test Passage 1S not very long, but you may have as much time as you like. When you complete the Passage, this first session is completed. 

THANK YOU AGAIN FOR YouR CO-OPERATION 
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Most of the fellows and girls in Milford High thought 

that Spider Johnson was a clowm. " " wasn't 
  

his real name, somehow fitted him perfectly. 

was a long, lanky » all arms   

and legs. - wasn't sensitive about his 

or his nickname though. was   

always good-natured. laughed a lot, he 

affectionate, he was optomistic -—-   

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

ever seemed to get him . We 

all liked him. 

first tured out for in 

his junior year. year, at the district 

» he came in last his event, 

the half- race. But because he 

so good-natured, we not take his loss   

- He was laughable with   

  

ungainly stride, and out cheered him on right 

the finish line. 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

I him right after the - He 

was still shaking the effort he had 

» but just smiled me and 

shrugged his - "Well, somebody had to 

in last," was his comment. 

But the defeated in his brown eyes 

his sunny tone. It then that I realized 

Spider was dead serious his 

running. 

During the school year, Spider and   

became better acquainted, and   
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began to have a understanding of him. He 

no all a clown, © had a serious 
  

side, - He loved Sports, but 
  

was too thin for and too awkward for 

  
- Those were my games. was a 

  

senior, captain halfback on our football 

and guard on the team.   

  

Spider managed our basketball team. 
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FRETEST ANSWER SHEET 

1. Spider 
Zeit 

3.he 

4. youth 

3.He 

&. appearance 

7.5pider 

8.He 

9.was 

1Od.nothing 
1t1.down 

12.Spider 

ta.track 

14. That 

13. meet 

1é.in 

i7.mile 

198.was 

19.did 
20.seriously 

2i.whis 

22.fans 

23.to 

24.saw 

2u.race 

26.with 

=7.made 

28.at 

29.shoulders 

30,come 

31.cheer ful 
o2. look 

335.belied 

=4.was 
So. that 

34. about 

37 .next 
23O.1 

39.1 

40. deeper 

41.was 

42.he 

43.too 
44.,he 

45. football 

46.basketball 
47.1 

498.and 

39.team 
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APPENDIX & 

SESSION TWO TEST SPECIMEN 

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 

DO NOT TURN THE FAGE UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO 
This is the second of four reading tests on 

comprehension you will be taking. The process is the same 
as the process which was done in the Previous session. If you do not remember the procedure, please notify your 
monitor now for a demonstration. 

When the moderator Qives the signal you may begin, and you may have as much time as you like to complete the test. 

When you are finished, return the test to your packet. 
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The young man and his sister were Craning their necks 

at the steel framework of the office building rising 50 

gracefully into the blue summer sky, they had just come from 

church, and there in the business section of the city, the 

streets were almost deserted. 

"How proud she stands into the (" said 

’ Roger Henz. The of the hoisting engines, 

derricks and booms, and A ee ca te I SS SORE SE NS MeSH See ene a re ee re ores ammeter rete ee ce es ne cee ee owes 

pneumatic hammers was all for Sunday. 

"You said as if you love 
ae Ge Ce CD ONES SelND EE MES eS ee es Se cee SY SN 

building,” Helen said. 

  

Roger __ his gaze down from 

ee topmost steel column and sss itt‘; (até 

his sister. "Do know what you would 

ee like from up there CTs work?" 

ee ete ee cos rene ey canes meee eeneee cary eee meter veabe eames amitny 

"An 

"What a thing to '" she pouted. 

"IT mean look as small as 

ant," he laughed. "Come ssi » let’s walk around, 

and try to explain some ss the 

" » he asked, “Any questions?" 

" » one. Why do you in ae ee ee A aD RAED ED SE NS ee SEE weemS See ee ee ree tine ee es ee cee ae oe ey cee eee one



doing such work summer, when you know 

ae going to engineering school 

the fall?" 

He pretended wince at her use 

ae the word fall. "Please ee, 

autumn, Sis. Don’t mention | word to me all 

ae - But to answer your ae OO Well, 

you see, Io a taste of the 

got into the 

  

theary oo - Anything wrong in that?" 

ne suppose not," she answered, " 

ae you don’t get hurt." 

ne danger of that," he 

with a heartiness that — wished he could 

feel. 

ae waS a rivet jack, wee 

apprentice who climbed up — ladders and 

teetered across — wind swept beams to 

the workmen buckets of — or 

anything else they need. And, im common 

ne the other "sky boys," his greatest enemy was 

the wind. Only those who have Climbed the heights of steel, 

and even on the coldest day have wiped the sweat away, Can 

know the trickiness of the wind. 
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22.Later 

23. Yes 

24.persist 
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z27.in 
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29.0f 

30. say 

Zi.that 

v2. Summer 

33. question 

34.wanted 

35.practical 
34.1 

37.part 
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39 .if 

40.Little 
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APPENDIX C 

SESSION THREE TEST SPECIMEN 

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 

DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO bo so This is the third of four reading tests on 
Comprehension you will be taking. The process is the same as the process which was done in the previous session. If you do not remember the Procedure, please notify your monitor now for a demonstration. 

When the moderator Qives the signal you may begin, and you may have as much time as you like to complete the test. 

When you are finished, return the test to your packet. 
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I parked my motor scooter on Eaton Avenue and started 

up the street. Tt was cold and in the mid NY RS ene een ies Se ety Le mY ee es ee ces ae 

morning, 
ON OS TF SU ERS ES meri ene: <ey enmen anes 

ee ES NG ey A ne ee See mee on nee 

my stomach as I TI LY LT i Se ee rN eatin meee eage ene 

  
through the back door into 

our town’s main office. The big room 

mee out ahead of me. Hee BS PMO 

about a mile oo . 

The P.A. box above head sputtered, and a 

Said, "All Christmas helpers 
TV Lo HE cee Ae ARS SEES Se Me RE eee seme somes eee 

SE eT ee ene wet ee ne ems Ge meee eee eee 

Auburn High are to to the time clock A ee SS EN NS eS OE ce een wee Stee cote ae 

  

m@, I thought, looking     

for the time clock. SL A OD Se AA Me MI OD te a ee airy see 

— from the high-school?" a voice   

"Yes, Sirs" Too . I’m Walter Halleck." 

SL AS SS SS SE SS SE MeN Ge Mit Seow eveees 

  

There was a of activity on every   

we s and a huge canvas on wheels 

SS eS es SS ee ee he eee ee ae eee oe 

"Wow!" J . “Are you always this 
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oD ee TRE Le RR eS ED A SY SEY SOE even neem seems 

"No," grinned my guide. " after light 

business all _ week, half the people 

town decided to mail   

Packages this morning. That‘s we called 

your school. — sudden rush is more 

faces, particularly that face 

Jean Holly, who is senior   

class vice-president and my special favorite. 

"You're late, Walter," she said in a friendly voice. 
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ANSWER SHEET FOR SCORING SESSION THREE 

Gray 

and 

gray 
of 

walked 

and 

post 

spread 

It 
10. long 

li.my 

12.voice 
13.from 

14.report 

15.at 

16. That‘’s 

17. around 

18. You 
19.my 

20.said 

21i.with 
22.my 
=23.down 

=~4.metal 
25.frenzy 

~4. side 

27. basket 

28. the 

29. against 

20. said 
S1.busy 

22. But 

33.last 
24.in 

So. their 

26.why 
3/7.This 

~8. than 

39. around 

40. that 

41. around 

42.into 
43.There 

44.clock 

43. about 

45. classmates 

47.was 

48.familiar 
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APPENDIX D 

SESSION FOUR TEST SPECIMEN 

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 

DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD 
This is the last of four reading tests on 

you will be taking. The Process is the same as 
which was done in the Previous session. If you 

TO DO 50 

comprehension 

the process 

do not remember the Procedure, please notify your monitor now for a demonstration. 

When the moderator Gives the signal you may begin, and you may have as much time as you like to complete the test. 

When you are finished, return the test to your packet. 
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You never saw anybody more excited than I was that 

might at the railroad station in beaumont, Texas, back in 

    

February, 1930, 0000 I was, just a 

_ _ Qirl wanting to be big 

athlete--and now Was getting a chance 

meee go to Dallas and with an 

~ Play on their basketball   _ 

an overnight sleeper 

  

    

  

trip ooo Dallas. Tome that 

like going to Europe. ooo never been more than 

_ few miles away from | in all 

my life. hardly ever been so 

Hae up either. T was ae CAC 

dress that 0 made in school and 

__ _ aprize with at oo Texas State 

Fair, Doo on my patent—leather 

meee and the hat I'd —- ee s:té‘iéiFC 

graduating from junior school. Io was 

Carrying purse with my entire Se TY ne em cee ee inn eee meee eee ae 

in it--three dollars and SS ee ne a cee cee SERS Se Oe eS Hoe fete eee 
Oe a ome SRA URE ee ears ee tee mee emer ae 

upper berth, and Poppa the 
Ae Ae CR Ree ee eT EY Serie cE castes snes mene vee oni eee 

Se re cree come eee meee eee meee come ene mummy eenee mms 

lower. He propped up, took his newspaper, Se OS See cm ee ee cet eer ee sie iS eS mene Sew weeee 

Started puffing away on Re ae me eee rene mus ceteee enrey ams mm Geers tome mene mesen cous 
oS AE ee ee ere eet MEE GRD me ere Dee “eee mee ome



black pipe the he did at home. 

a while folks in Full man 
A SV ce ae OD cn Sule ney nee memey ome 

SS A eS ae Se LENS SOUS SO nee mee eevee me ee 

thought the car was on fire. 

I'll bet traveled a couple of TT Cm eR RS See a SEY Ce rte Get wees aeney me wee 

miles since then, competing 

many parts of the » but that first trip Le A Ae AL RT Se eS ND SES ee RD ee ony een 

the start of everything. 
LS RT RNS CS See cnt OD SR Se cee ane eer ene emu 

SAO ee a nee ee SOS ee le nee ene ene eee ee 

then Thad other | besides playing basketball. 

Poo to take part in Olympic 

Games and be far and wide as Th SY AD CoE MARNE CERN See LE SU ome eon amy eee 
Se Te RE ee eee eee ee eRe cay ee At eee cone ee eee 

How did this begin? Let’s goa 

to my childhood days. 

eee had a wonderful childhood. That must 

prove that it doesn’t take money to be happy, because the 

Didriksons Surely weren’t rich.
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